EARLY ELEC IONS IN
SARAWAK?
Understanding Electoral Politics
In Sarawak
Snap elections are
anticipated in Sarawak. In
this article FRANCIS LOH

KOK WAH explores the
factors that will determine
the outmme of what will
certainly be a keen contlS.
lthough the present Sarawak.
State Assembly's tenn will
not expire until July 1992,
many observers believe that the
Chief Minister Datuk Patinggi Tan
Sri Abdul Taib Mahmud will soon
dissolve the Assembly and call for
fresh elections.
Apparently. preparations for the
elections were discussed in a
Supreme Council meeting of the
component parties of the state
government in May. Leaders of the
so-called "Barisan Tiga" consisting
ofParti Pesaka Bumiputera Bersatu
(PBB). Sarawak United Peoples
Party (SUPP) and Sarawak National Party (SNAP) were asked to
finalise their list of candidates and
streamline
their
electoral
machinery.
This meeting foUowed a
celebration on March 26 1991,
commemorating the tenth anniversary of Taib•s tenure as Chief Minister, when a propaganda campaign
on the achievements of Taib's
government over the past decade
was launched. Likewise, the Prime
Minister's visit to Sarawak. in May
was also presented as an endorsement ofTaib's government.
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Non-Mu.lim Bidii)'Uhl
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in c*ebration of • good
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In S.l'llwllk, the power
atruggle le •a«ttially
a,.tween Mulim and
non-Mu81im Bumipuflll'll.

In response. the two principal
opposition parties - the Parti Bansa
Dayak Sarawak. (PBDS) and the
Democratic Action Party (DAP) have also begun preparing themselves for the electoral contest There
have been allegations that certain
leaders of the two parties have been
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meeting secretly. although the
PBDS is part of the Barisan
Nasional (BN) at the federal level,
to work out some kind of electoral
pact. Another opposition party.
Permas, which had suffered an ignominious defeat in the 1990 parliamentary elections, does not

enable non-Sarawakians especially
to appreciate the so-called "uniqueness" or "peculiarities" of Sarawak
politics, and hence understand the
twists and turns of the upcoming
campaign better.

Different Demographic
Pattern

IbM maiden from 1he Saliba. district.

"a group of mlddleclass
Dayak has appeared on
the scene. Many of
them are young,
well-educated and
articulate. However,
increasing numbers of
them have become
frustrated as their
ambitions to acquire
higher posiHons, which
they believe to be more
commensurate wHh
their abilitie~, remain
unrealised."
appear to be readying itself as purposefully as the other parties.
At stake will be 56 Assembly
seats, eight more than in 1987 when
the Barisan Tiga won 28 seats · (
PBB-14; SUPP-11; SNAP-3)whilc
the Opposition captured the
remaining 20 (PBDS-15; Permas5). However, as a result of eight
crossovers from the Opposition, the
Barisan Tiga will be defending 36
seats while the Opposition will
hope to increase its current 12 seats.
Rather than speculate on how each
of the parties will perform in what
will be a keen contest. this article
will explore some of the major features of Sarawak politics instead.
Hopefully such a discussion will

It is important to remember that
Sarawak's demographic pattern is
very different from the Peninsula's.
The Bumiputera of Sarawak comprises many ethnic groups of which
the Iban, who accounted for some
30% of the total population in 1980,
constitute the largest group.
Together with the Bidayuh (some
8%) and Orang Ulu (some 5% mainly Ken yah, Kayan and Kelabit
but also including smaller groups of
Penan, Punan, Murut, Lun Bawang,
etc.) they are increasingly referred
to as Dayak: at least by the PBDS
and their sympathisers. The vast
majority of the Dayak are not Muslims.
The other two major
Bumiputera groups are the Malays
(some 20%) and Melanau (some
5%). The Malays and a majority of
the Melanau are Muslims.
In contrast to the situation in the
Peninsula where the electoral contest is mainly between Malay
Bumiputera and non-Malays, the
power struggle in Sarawak is essentially between Muslim and nonMuslim Bumiputera. This is akin
to the situation in Sabah. Polarisation along these lines has become
increasingly acute since the 1980s
when a new phase of Dayak consciousness developed.

Rise ofDayak Consciousness
The current phase of Dayak
consciousness or nationalism is a
direct consequence of the New
Economic Policy. Because of
educational and economic opportunities
made available
to
Bumiputera, a group of middleclass
Dayak has appeared on the scene.
Many of them are young, well-educated and articulate. However, in-
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creasing numbers of them have become frustrated as their ambitions
to acquire higher positions, which
they believe to be more commensurate with their abilities, remain
unrealised. They attribute such a ·
state of affairs to Melanau-Malay
domination of the Sarawak government Thus, although they are
eligible for various benefits and
special rights as Bumiputera, they
contend that they are being treated
as "second-class" or even "thirdclass" Bumiputera.
In order to better articulate their
plight, they first sought to take over
SNAP. When this failed they split
from the party and formed the
PBDS in 1983. Still later in 1987
the PBDS split from the Barisan
Tiga government. Since then the
PBDS has increasingly championed Dayak rights.
One of its major criticism' has
been
Taib's
development
programme which, in prioritising
urban-industrial development they
allege, has led to the neglect of the
rural areas where the Dayak
predominate.
Available government statistics
support their contention. For although the incidence of poverty in
Sarawak as a whole had declined to
31.3% by 1982, it remained 64.9%
among the Bidayuh and 48.7%
among the lban. Together, they
made up some 75% of total poor in
1982. Statistics on malnutrition,
expenditure pattern, educational attainment, employment and basic
amenities available reinforce the
above. Thus the rapid development
that has occurred in Sarawak, they
argue, has passed them (the Dayak)
by.
Another major complaint is of
the rapid development of the logging industry. This, they argue, has
led to the destruction of the environment upon which many
Dayak depend for their livelihood.
Additionally, it has resulted in increasing
encroachment
and
takeover of Native Customary
Rights land which traditionally

"although the Incidence of poverty in sarawak as a
whole had deClined to 31.3% by 1982, It remained
64.9o/. among the Bldayuh and 48.70f. among the
lban. Together, they made up some 75% of total
poor in 1982."

is now trying to court the Chinese.
There are plans to field Chinese
"associates" of PBDS in certain
"mixed" constituencies where the
Dayak do not constitute a majority.
Some informal understanding with
the DAP, vis-a-vis the constituencies each of them are to contest. is
also being worked out.
Because of its improved performance in Sarawak in the 1990 parliamentary election, the DAP is
hopeful. Then, the young middleand working-class Chinese apparently supported the DAP. while
the older Chinese, especially those
involved in business, opted for
SUPP so as to enhance their
economic interests. Whichever the
case. the demographic pattern of
Sarawak demands that both the
PBDS as well as PBB seck Chtncse
support if either wishes to vanquish
the other and so assume office.

Patronage and Money Politics
gs to the Dayak, althoug~ they
might not necessarily have the
document to prove so. It is for these
reasons that the PB DS is sympathetic to the struggle of the
Penans and other Dayak communities against the authorities.
The PBDS will surely highlight
these issues again. And they will
probably be as successful as in 1987
in persuading the majority of
Dayak to their point of view. On its
part, the Barisan Tiga will continue
to characterise the PBDS as
"chauvinistic", "anti-national" and
so on. Such propaganda was very
successful among the non-Dayak,
particularly the Chinese in 19&7.
Will this continue to be so in 1991
? This brings us to the special role
of the Chinese in Sarawak electoral
politics.

Bidayuh .choolgirls take a refreshing
respila from the warm day in • jungle
pool (ABOVE LEFT)
An lban mother treads h• WNI'Y Wrtf
homo in time to prep. . tho evening
meal tor her family (ABOVE).

constitute a majority. Under the
circumstances. support from the
Chinese. who comprise some 30%
of the population, is crucial.
Since the PBDS was an exclusive Dayak party and did not
seek to associate itself with any
clear group of Chinese in 1987, it
easily lent itself to criticism of
being anti-Chinese. Consequently,
the majority of Chinese rallied behind the SUPP thus facilitating the
Muslim
Bumiputera-dominated
PBB •s return to power. This was in
contrast to the situation in Sabah
where the Chinese rallied behind
The Chinese Electoral F acflJr
the PBS. a multi-ethnic party which
While Dayak consciousness has
was dominated by the non-Muslim
contributed to the formation of
Bumiputera.
PBDS and greater political unity
Whether the Cl)inese will conamong the Dayak, this will not
tinue to support SUPP so overnecessarily lead to their assumption
whelmingly as in 1987 remains to
of power. For neither the non-Musbe seen. It appears that the PBDS
lim nor the Muslim Bumiputera
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Another import.lnt consideration that will influence the outcome
of the election is patronage and
money politics. This "disease" is
even more widespread in Sarawak
than in the Peninsula. That this is
so was made evident in the revelations and counter-revelations about the issuance of timber licenses and concessions; the awarding
of government contracts, loans and
credit facilities; the appointments
to directorships and other high
posts of the bureaucracy. government companies and their subsidiaries, etc. - in the run up to the
1981 election. It was clear that
Taib had favoured his own relatives, Barisan Tiga colleagues and
friends just as Tun Rahman Yakub
had done during his tenure as Chief
Minister of Sarawak.
In such a situation, the incumbent holds the upper hand. For
those who arc alread~ benefiting
from such practices of money
politics will be disinclined to cut
their own economic lifelines. For
the same reason there have always
occurred crossovers from the losing

to the victorious parties
after the elections, as in
1987, so as to ensure
favourable treatment from
those in authority.
But there is a second
aspect to this disease. As
incumbent, the Barisan
Tiga parties will also have
access to government
funds and facilities to enhance themselves just
prior to the elections. According to the Election Act
this is prohibited once the
State Assembly is dissolved. Nonetheless, this
has never prevented the incumbent from doing just A P.,., family grieve. ovwlheir ao.t jungle home: The nlpid development of the logging
that. This was clearly so in Industry te.d.ing to the cte.tru~ of the envlrorvnent upon which the D.yllk depend, will
the 1990 elections. An- surely be an •ue in the 001111ng elections.
ticipate. therefore. to see
all kinds of projek ki/at
concerned could be subjected to the
being launched - the building of His party was also alleged to be
antagonistic to Mustim Bumiputera
same kinds of pressures as those in
clinics. mnets. schools; the disinterests. Following the 1970 elecpower in Kota Kinabalu and Kota
tribution of fertilizer, bicycles,
tion. he was replaced by Rahman
Baru. Perhaps realising this, the
chicks, motors; and so on. Many
Yakub, then federal Minister of
non-Muslim
Bumiputera
in
ordinary Malaysians succumb to
Education, who was sent back: from
Sarawak, unlike their counterparts
such carrots. Are the Sarawakians
Kuala Lumpur to head the new
inSabah,havecontinuedtosupport
the same? Or are they perhaps to be
Parti
Bumiputera-dominated
the Barisan Nasional; at least at the
likened to the Kelantanese in 1990
government.
Through
persuasion
federal
level.
and the Sabahans in 1985 who, apand
pressure,
the
federal
authorities
But
it could very well be too,
parently, placed principles above
also
succeeded
in
getting
SUPP
and
that
in
Sarawak
unlike in Sabah,
patronage politics?
Pcsaka to work with Rahman. Furthere exists the opinion - at least
Blessings from KUDla Lumpur
ther persuasion led to the merger of
among some PBDS leaders - that
Parti Bumiputeraand Pesaka which
the federal government is actually
Finally, there is the role of the
emerged as PBB in 1973. Indeed,
altruistic and concerned of the
Federal Government to consider. It
the federal authorities were also in- Dayak ptight. And that it is only
can, if it wishes, determine just who
strumental
in persuading SNAP to
Taib's government that has turned
and which parties come into and
join
the
Barisan
state government
a deaf ear to their pleas. Is this the
maintain power.
in 1976.
reason why the PBDS is in the
It is well lmown, for instance,
Still
later
in
1981,
as
increasing
Barisan
Nasional at the federal
that the fi.J'St Chief Minister Datuk
groups
of
Malays
became
dislevel
and
in opposition at the state
Stephen KaJong Ningkan and his
enchanted
with
Rahman
Yakub,
level
?
Is
it therefore untrue that
lban..<Jominated party SNAP were
Taib
himself,
who
was
then
a
Sarawak
has
been neglected, even
considered too independentfederal minister, was egged on to
dominated by Kuala Lumpur as
minded by the Federal authorities.
take over as Chief Minister. To
well, as is argued with regards to
Through the declaration of an Act
appease Rahman and his supSabah by the PBS ? Is this political
of Emergency in 1966. he was ulporters, the former Chief Minister
naivete on the part of PBDS ?
timately removed and his party
was appointed Governor.
This question will only be
forced into opposition.
It is clear therefore that
answered should the PBDS win
Datuk Penghulu Tawi SJi from
whosoever wishes to govern in
handsomely enough to fonn the
the then Parti Pesaka Anak
Sarawak
must receive the blessings
next government of Sarawak. But
Sarawak, who with federal support
and
support
of
Kuala
Lumpur.
will it?
was appointed to replace Ningkan
Failing
that,
the
persons
and
parties
proved, however, to be too weak.
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Heart to Heart

Equality In Pain
unt Hasmah is a 73-year-old
who has spent her entire life
in a lcampung that is far away
from the hustle and bustle of the socalled modem and wtanised living.
Herordinarypattemoflifestylehoweverchangeddrasticallywhen,afew
months ago, she had to be hwried to
a nemby hospital after she was diagnosed as having been suffering from
gallstones.
Since the day of admission into
the hospital Aunt Hasmah witnessed herselfbeing exposed, slowly but surely, to-a new physical and
human environment with confidence. Apart from coping with the
fact that her gallstones needed
some "fixing", she also learned to
adjust herself appropriately to fellow patients in her ward, especially
Soo Yean whose warmth and
generosity made Aunt Hasmah's
stay in the hospital a very
memorable and beautiful one.
Wong Soo Yean, in her midthirties and who hails from Bentong was, Aunt Hasmah clearly
recalled, the frrst person in her ward
who approached her and volunteered to help her out when the need
arose. For Aunt Hasmah who has
poor vision and a pain in the
tummy, walking in and outside the
ward can be very difficult and at
times embarrassing. It was here that
the willing and guiding hand of Soo
Yean, a diabetic herself, became
very useful to her. One would then
attend to the other's physical pain,
anxiety, and worry. Both also
traded stories and experiences
emanating from their own cultural
background. Their friendship blossomed ever since, transcending all
barriers - linguistic, religious, cultural and ethnic.

A

The experiences of the above
persons show thatweareall human,
faced with our own share of
problems, anxities, physical and
emotional sufferings and, not to
forget, happiness. In other words,
pain (lilce happiness) doesn't discriminate human beings on the
basis of, say, ethnicity, sex, creed,

and social status. In this sense, we
are all one and the same: the creations of the Almighty Maker. And
it does follow that we must take
care of and love one another as we
all come from the same Source. In
short, we must love our fellow
beings in our desire to show our
love for God.+
Kamil RasdaD

Attention all Aliran members
• The Chairman & members oC the Organising Committee of the Tun
Hussein Onn Memorial Lectures cordially invite you to

·Does International Law Matter?·
the inaugural lecture in the series of Too Hussein Onn Memoral
Lectures on the theme, "Law and the Commoo Mao"
by Prof~ssor Christopher Wteramantry,
Member of the International Court of 1ustice
at 5.1S p.m. on 23 August 1991 in the Dewan Tun Hussein Onn.
Putra WOOd Trade Centre. Kuala Lumpur.

• In conjunction with the inaugural Memorial lecture, an open forum
will be held on the topic

·Does International Law Matter?·
at 3.30 p.m. on 24 August 1991 in the Dewan Kuliah 1, Faculti

Undang-Undang, Universiti Malaya, Kuala Lumpur.
•In conjunction wilh the MemonaJ Lecture and the university
forum, an essay competition on the theme of

·Law and the Common Man·
will be organised. Details on the competition, rules & regulations,
etc. can be obtained at the Memorial Lecture. Cash prizes of MR
$1,000, $7SO and $500 will be awarded to the best three essays
accordingly.

AU are welcome to participate iD these three events.
AdmissiOD is free.
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believe the readers of the AM are quite
aware of. I also believe that the rakyaJ
knows who are responsible for these
scandals. I hope these traitors will be
thrown out from parliament soon! Perhaps there are some in the Cabinet too!
Datuk Najib, don't try to fool us!
One must be loyal to Truth and Justice.
Only then can we claim to be loyal
citizens!
May God awalcen the sleeping
souls! May Malaysians cultivate peace
and goodwill. May we live with integrity and compassion.

They were told that Buk.it Jalil estate had a new owner and management
They would not be compensated in any
way. What a sad day for the labourers
of Bukit I alii estate. Who is responsible
for the future welfare of these workers?
What is the role of the National Union
ofPlantation Workers to which they had
paid their subscriptions faithfully over
the years? Where are the union officials
who had never failed to come and collect the subscriptions now?
These so-called union leaders have
forgotten that their current status and
position comes from the sweat and toil
of labourers.
I would also like to question the role
of the Human Resource Ministry in
safeguarding and ensuring the wellbeing and welfare of these poor estate
labourers. What sense of security do
estate dwellers have, once their estate is
sold for some development? What
provisions are there in the law to ensure
that the welfare of estate workers is
tak:cn care of? Is there any alternative
employment for these labourers?
Should not the existing labour laws
be reviewed in the light of the rapid
pace of development?
Certain safeguards should be instituted. I sincerely hope the relevant
authorities will respond to this problem.

Setia

A Concerned Citizen

PENANG

KUALAWMPUR

lETTERS
Editor
AUnm Monthly
P08ox,1049
10830~

MALAYSIA

CRmCS ARE NOT
DISLOYAL

I

am writing this letter to advise our
defence minister, Najib, to stop
manoeuvring to improve his position in
the Cabinet and UMNO Baru. He is
a-eating fear among the ralcyal, especially
opposition party supporters.
He has labelled people who speak
up against certain government policies
as 'anti-federal'. He is senseless and
rudely claims that they are a 'threat to
national security'. Is Lim Kit Siang a
traitor? Are Razaleigh and Patto disloyal to Malaysia? Were the Tunku and
Tun Hussein disloyal to the country?
Are all Barisan MPs loyal? Are those
Datuks and Tuns who are involved in
fmancial scandals loyal to Malaysia?
Why hasn't the BN government
punished those responsible for the BMF
scandal?
Speaking up against the federal
government does not mak:e a person a
disloyal citizen of Malaysia!
In fact, since 1980, the country has
been plagued by scandals which I

"DEVELOPMENr'
PROJECT MAKES UFE
MISERABLE

"'IE' uaJa Lumpur will soon have a

~ulti-million ringgit stadium to
meet the demands of sports and athletic
development It is said that this stadium
can be a suitable venue for the hosting of
the Olympics. At the same time, the site
chosen for this complex happens to be
Bulcit Jalil estate.
One afternoon. on arriving home
after school (which was ten miles
away), I saw a group of mournful persons with withered expressions, sullenly pondering over a piece of paper.
On enquiring, I discovered that my
parents and other heads of households
of the 100 odd homes had been served
with eviction notices. This was the
reward they got after having toiled and
slogged to earn a meagre few ringgit.
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VISION 2020 AT THE
EXPENSE OF JUSTICE

T

he
Barisan
Nasional
backbenchers' support for the
Land Acquisition (Amendment) Bill
1991 clearly shows how untrustworthy
certain politicians can be.
The Bill, which seeks to amend
Section 3 to allow the authorities to
acquire land for any purpose deemed
beneficial to the economic development of Malaysia or to the public or any
class of public, is a travesty of justice
because an individual whose land has
been tak:en away has no recourse to the
courts.
Those who stand to gain from this
Bill are the rich individuals who have
strong connections with the ruling elite.
In their enthusiasm to mak:e
Malaysia a developed nation by the
year 2020, the Barisan Nasional

aovernment is p-epared to achieve this
at the expense of justice.
Development that is not in line with
justice is a crime against humanity.

Ronald
IPOH

ILL-TREATMENT &
NEGLECT

W

e, a concerned group of
individuals, are shocked and
angered by the ill-treatment and neglect
of the residents of the Taman Sinaan
Home for the Mentally Retarded People
in Kuala Kubu Bahru, • reported in the
OUna Press recently. We would like to
raise the following issues relating to this
episode:
a) The Ministry of National Unity
and Social Development should tAke
full responsibility for allowing such
gross neglect of residents in the home.
Immediate action should be tAken to
improve living conditions of the residents as befitting normal hwnan beings
and steps should be talcen to ensure this
does not happen again in any of the
homes under the ministry. The ministry
should set the example in line with its
own campatgn to create a "Caring
Society".
b) We agree with the Minister,
Datuk Napsiah Omar (Star, May 21,
1991), that members of the public
should volunteer to help in Institutions
like the Taman Sinaran, but until such
volunteers can be found, the Ministry
should recruit sufficient number of
trained staff to ensure proper care for
these unfortunate people. Additional allocation in the National Budget should
be made for this purpose.
c) The Ministry should embark on
a public awareness campaign to educate
people on the needs. rights ad proper
care of mentally retarded people, so
clearly spell out in the UN Declaration
of the Rights of Mentally Retarded Persons.

Concemtd Individuals:
Mr Cheah Chee Keong
Mrs EdtUJ Rajiah
Mr Simon Sandra
Mr Woo Kit Sang
MsBettyLoh
Ms Lai Thong Mooi
Ms Jacinta Cardoza

Mr Kwek Ptng Soon
SELANGOR

LAW SHOULD LAND
HEAVILY

T

ime and again religious fanatics
take to the streets to do unjust md
unlawful things againstother faitts which
only provoke but fail to educate anyone.
A local Hindu magazine "SAKTI"
in its June 1991 issue, had identified an
incident A group of Christians had
resorted to an ugly incident of bwning
a figure of a Hindu God in public It
Masai. Johor recently.
Religious freedom has been
enshrined in the Constitution. No one
professing a certain faith in this country
has the right to publicly or otherwise go
around denigrating other religious
faiths in order to propagate their own
faith.
Respected figures in this country,
especially the late first Prime Minister,
Tunku Abdul Rahman, have done much
to maintain and promote religious
tolerance right from the day of Independence. Dr Mahathir Mohamed and
the Deputy PM have voiced from time
to time their views on the need for
religious freedom.
With all these positive values expressed by our leaders, the Law should
not hesitate in landing heavily on
culprits who stir up religious discord,
whenever it comes to light
Writers, on the other hand, who
highlight cases such as this should
never use strong words to provoke
anyone or any group. It is wrong to
blame the entire flock for the wrongdoings of a few who are out to gain cheap
publicity for selfish motives.

S Pacldrlsamy
JOHORBAHRU

RACIAL DISCRIMINAnON
IN BOOK LOAN (SPBT)

A

s a citizen of this counll)' and as a
teacher, I was angered by the
manner in which the discnmination of
book loan (to thepoor)has been made into
a racial one. I would like to draw your
attention to the column 'DASAR
KELA Y AKAN SPBT' in the loan
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application form where it is Slated that aU
the pupils ofSelrolah Keblngsaan ( 100%
Malay pupils) are eligible for book loan
whereas only seJected pupils (those who
qualify according to the rules stated) are
elig1ble in other schools.
This is a clear violation of not only
Human Rights but also basic needs of
the citizens of this country - education.
I hope you will publish this letter in the
Aliran Monthly so that the entire people
of this country will come to lcnow WHO
is spreading the deadly communal disease in this country.

Strlvt for Unity
KELANTAN DARULNAJM

WHAT PROMPTED VB
SAMY VELLU TO HAVE
RACIST MENTALITY?

T

he recent call by YB Samy Vellu
to the Indtan community to
increase the Inilian population definitely
smacks of racism. But what prompted
him to make this ethnic call? I suppose it
is because of reality whereby Malays take
care of Malays, Indians take care of
Indians, Chinese take care of Chinese,
and other ethmc groups tAke c.e of the1r
own kind. Unless we can tune our
political system to such a way that
Malaysians will take care of Malaysians
irrespective of their ethnic origin, YB
Samy Vellu 's ethnic mentality will persist
in every ethrUc mind.

LuHooEng
SUNGEI PETANI

WOUNDED JUSTICE WILL
PREVAIL

I

have just finished reading 'Conduct
by Raja Aziz
Adddruse. It justified my initial
reluctance to ptck it up. Having read 'May
Day for Justice' and 'Judicial
Misconduct', the need to complete this
..trilogy" could not be resistecl
I was reluctant because I was afraid
it would evoke the same emotion as
'May Day for Justice'- anger and helplessness at the blatant mjushce of the
whole affair.
The main villians in this shameful
saga of our country's history are still
going about their business with imUnb«oming'

punity. If one does not believe in a
higher justice and succumbl to manmade laws, then one can easily become
disillusioned and cynical. For the moral
of the affair seems to be that might and
power is always right I hope and sincerely believe this is not so and that the
villians in this drama receive their just
dues when the day of reckoning arrives.

Loyal Malaysian
PENANG

instances of prejudice I have encountered.
Why didn't I let loose with my fist
then? Because, at that moment I
recalled the instances, when I was lucky
enough to have encountered the beautiful Chinese people, who had gone out
of their way to help me in a few situations while, Muslims. mamaks, Malays
and Indians just watched.
May be that banana mamak was not
lucky like me!

Victim ofPrejudice
SELANGOR

A FEW DOLLARS OF
PREJUDICE

I

read your article on •A few sen of
p-ejudice' in your Volll No 3 issue
of Aliran Monthly. Since your monthly is
for UNITY, I would like to share my
views with your readers for the sake of
unity and some sanity.
There are ugly people and beautiful
people in all races. Unfortunately your
friend had an ugly mamak for a friend.
I hope your friend will meet with a good
mamak: one day and get his faith back
in mamak:s, who are generally known to
be good people.
Since that mamak was only a stall
keeper he could only show his prejudice
in a few sen, on the other hand the
Chinese, who are dealing with expensive goods show their prejudice in
ringgit
Here is my experience. lbere is an
electrical goods shop in this little town.
The owner, a Chinese, is a very nice
man. I have known him for twenty
years; his son is my son's classmate.
One day, I went to his shop to buy a
blender. His wife showed me a unit and
quoted a price in Malay. While I was
looking over the unit, a Chinese lady
walked in and asked the bosslady the
price of the unit I was looking at The
bosslady quoted a price which was
1WENTY ringgit lower than the price
she asked me for. Their conversation
was in Chinese. Unfortunately for the
bosslady, this mamak is married to a
Chinese himself and can understand
Chinese - the lingo and the people.
What happened then? A certain
amount of blood rushed to my head and
my arm tensed up to give her a well
deserved slap, but I smiled and lefi the
shop never to step into that shop again.
This is but, one, in a number of sim1lar

VISION 2020 & A
BALANCED MEDIA

T

he Prime Minister's vision to tum
Malaysia into a developed country
by the year 2020 has been given wide
coverage by the mainstream media. In his
speech, when tabling the OPP2 in
Parliament, the Prime Minister
mentioned about economic development
which is in line with social justice, moral
and ethical values, political
sophistication, quality of life and the
administrative efficiency of the
govenunent
For all this values to be fully
realised the mainstrearJt media has to
play a balanced role.
The Barisan government, in tum,
should accept criticism from the opposition party, social groups and the
public at large.
A total control of the mainstream
media is equivalent to the mind control
of the people. This will surely lead to
intellectual retardation or the population.
The Barisan Nasional government
should stop its total monopoly of the
mainstream med1a 1f it wants its vision
to be realised.
It is only through free and open
discussion of issues that people become
enlightened. An enlightened population
is an asset to the nation and not a
liability.

RBJ
IPOH

DEPUTY PRIME MINISTER

T

he Chinese and Indians felt
insulted by our Deputy Prime
Minister whose speech was reported in
the NST dated 12 April:
"The Chinese and Indians here
must consider Malaysia as their permanent home and must won with the
Malays to ensure that peace and harmony prevail at all times".
This extract from his speech certainly belittles and questions the loyalty
of both the communities and reveals his
utter lack of understanding of some
simple facts.
The minute a child is born, there is
a natural bond between the child and the
birth place. This instinct is permanent
till the person dies. This natural instinct
has been repeatedly proven in times of
war, where billions have died for the
sake of their motherland.
Place a Malaysian-bom Indian in
India or a Chmese in China. Their souls
will only call for their return to their
motherland. In this case Malaysia.
I don't know whether the Minister
had any political motives in uttering
these words but let me assure him and
others inclined like him that nonMalays have equal love and patriotism
as the Malays for this beloved land of
ours.
The Deputy PM's caU:
"The Chinese and Indians here
must consider Malaysia as their permanent home and must work with the
Malays to ensure that peace and bar.,
mony ...
is baseless and uncalled for.
Malays and non-Malays have been
working together- otherwise how could
we have got our independence?
Politicians should think arid act as
Malaysians and not as communal
champiON.

Siva
JOHOR

A SHORT COMMENT ON
OPP2

T

he Prune Mmister's speech in
Parliament on 17 June 1991
clearly IndiCates that there is no major
change m the national development
policy, although the name of the New
Economic Policy (NEP) has been
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changed inlo New Development Policy
(NDP). The basic objectives and
Slralegies of lhe NEP are continued in lhe
NDP. Indications of such continuity
become clea-er • we study lhe Second
Outline Perspective Plan (OPP2).
Many people expected that Dr
Mahathir's Vision for 2020, as outlined
in his speech to the National Business
Council recently, would constitute an
important basis for OPP2. Although
this vision was referred to in the PM's
parliamentary address, yet the OPP2
itself does not seem to reflect much of
it. Neither from the speech nor the
OPP2 is it clear how the development
plans during the next ten years are
going to help in achieving Dr
Mahathir's vision.
In his speech the PM stressed on the
question of national unity and why
socio-economic equity is an important
condition for it Similar theme is also
emphasised in the NEP. We all realise
that national unity is important for natienal progress and people's welfare.
But in OPP2 the question of national
unity does not appear to get the right
emphasis that it ought to. Whether this
is deliberately done or not is not known.
We agree with the PM that
economic balance is important for national unity. Ethnic tension would certainly increase if inler- ethnic and
inter-regional (especially rural and
urban) differences grow. But it is wrong
to over-emphasise the economic factor
to the extent of ignoring other factors.
We all know that politics. education and
culture are no less important as factors
for promoting national unity.
Like the NEP, the NDP does not
give due attention to most of the noneconomic factors. Ethnic politics and its
manipulation for the purpose of gaining
mass support and electoral victory can
destroy whalever achievement made
towards national unity through various
economic efforts. Education and culture can unite, but they can also pit one
ethnic group against another. Positive
aspects of education and culture,
together with moral and ethnical values,
should be given equal emphasis with
the economy in order to secure wellrounded development and national
unity.
According to Dr Mahathir, the
NEP's two-prong strategy of restructuring society and eradicating poverty will
continue Wlda' the NDP. The only difference is that the 30 percent target for

Bumiputra share equity as set out in the
NEP has now been removed. This may
give rise to different interpretations. Is
it possible that the government does not
want to be tied down to that figure so
that it can be free to strive for more? Or
does the government now realise that
the target is not realistic and not possible to achieve. Anyhow, the 30 percent was supposed to be achieved by
1990, which has already passed Be that
as it may, the removal of this target can,
for different reasons, create suspicion
and dissatisfaction among Bumiputra
and non-Bumiputra alike.
At a glance we see that the NEP has
succeeded in increasing the Bumiputra
equity from about two percent in 1970
to around 20 percent in 1990. This is
something commendable. But if we
compare the 1990 figure with that of
1987 (as provided by the Mid-terrn
Review of the Fifth Malaysia Plan), we
fmd that the increase in the Bumiputra
share has been less than one percent. On
the other hand, during that three year
period, the share equity for nonBumiputra has increased by about 14
percent. Does this mean that during the
last few years the government has not
succeeded in helping the Bumiputra
entrepreneurs? Yet, on the other hand,
it is difficult to understand the sizeable
non-Bumiputra percentage increase, in
view of the fact that it is foreign investment that has been most active in the
recent past.
The PM now stresses that quality is
more important than quantity among
Malays in business and industry. According to him this can be realised only
through healthy inter~thnic competition as well as cooperation. We agree
that
pampering
Bumiputra
businessmen will not help. So, we hope
that for the good of the country and the
Bumiputra business community the old
practice of pampering those close tn the
ruling party leadership with all kinds of
economic privileges would immedialely cease.
It is healthy to have competition
among the equally big and strong. But
in an unbalanced situation, competition
can kill most of the small and weak. The
PM wishes to see more Bumiputra participation in urban retail business. But
at the ..arne time there is at present a
tendency to encourage the growth of
condominiums and superrnarkets. We
fear that in the long run not only
Bumiputra retailers will fmd it difficult
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to flourish but non-Bumiputra retailers
may slowly be pushed out of business.
We arc not against the development of,
condominiums and superrnarkets. But·
we must be aware of their effects on
small retallers. Don't we need to provide protection to the weak and small,
so that they wiJI not be wiped out by
unfair competition?
Turning to the strategy of eradicating poverty, we notice that targets are
set for reducing poverty by the year
2000. We concede that incidence of
poverty has decreased over the years
and money 1ncomes of the lower strata
in society have improved. But at the
same time prices of daily needs continue to rise while the value of the
ringgit has fallen. This has reduced the
people's purchasing power or real income. At the same time the income gap
has also w1dened. We should not be too
soon in celebrating the increase in percapita income. Just look at what has
happened to Terengganu. Being blessed
with oil, her per-capita income has shot
up to become the second highest in the
country, just behind the Federal Territory. But at the same llme it has gone
up from the fourth to the first position
as the state with the tughest incidence
of poverty. What has happened in
Trengganu may well become the trend
for the whole country, unless there are
plans and policies to check the widening income gap resulting from
economic development
During the twenty year period of
the NEP there have been many stories
of success as well as failure. But these
stories have not been systematically
recorded or monitored. Thus, the real
achievements of the NEP are not exactly known. Therefore, it is necessary that
under the NDP a body be forrned to
monitor and evaluate periodically the
implementation of the various development projects and plans. In this way we
will be able to trace what actually happens and to take effective corrective
measures as soon as things go wrong.
At the same time we can be more accountable to the people for the billions
spend every year for development.

Dr Syed Husin Ali
President PRM, K.Lumpur.
PRESIDENT PRM. KU LUMPUR

An "Unfriendly" Plan
Penang has little to gain from hiU
development
riends of Penang Hill has called upon the
Pe~g State Government not to accept the
revtsed plans to develop Penang Hill by Bukit
Pinang Leisure Sdn Bhd.
Friends of Penang Hill has asked a team of
experts to study the new
project plans contained in the
new Envirorunent Impact Assessment Report (EIA).
Their study of the EIA
reveals that:
•The revised project has in
essence not been scaled down,
contrary to recent press
reports. In fact many important aspects of the project have
been scaled up, and large
tracts of accessible forest in
the hiU will be destroyed.
• The developers are asking the State Government to
give them at least 70 hectares
of land which they themselves
value at $188.5 million at
present rates. If the project is
approved the land value will
rise to $377 million. An additional 156 hectares valued at
$420 million may also be applied for. Since the developers have not costed this
land in t~eir project accounts, it appears they expect
to get th1s land free, at the expense of the public.
•It is clear that the developers want to get a "land
bank" free or cheap from the State, and carry out
real estate developments to make huge profits. The
project is a pw-ely commercial exercise and not a"co-friendJy" development as claimed.
•The project will not only seriously affect
Penang Hill's ecology and tranquility, but also
destroy the natural atmosphere of the Botanical
Gardens, part of whose land will also be taken over
for the project. This will affect the many thousands
of people who now use the Gardens.
. •The project will cause soil erosion leading to
mcreased floods in the city and will also cause a loss
of water supply from the hills to the people of
Penang. Moreover the project now intends to build
a darn in Penang Hill that is expected to take away

F
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60% of the water supply from the present Waterfall
intake that provides water to the Pulau Tilrus area.
•The new EIA report contains serious flaws and
is unobjective, misleading and incomplete. Therefore we arc forced to conclude that the developer has
not adequately taken the environment into account
in the revised project.
. For the above reasons, the Friends of Penang
Hill are preparing a preliminary memorandum to the
authorities stating our criticisms and objections to
the project.
The Friends of Penang Hill
make the following appeal to
the authorities:
1) The State Government
should ask the developers to
withdraw the project since it
will be damaging to the ecology and water supply and will
destroy the natural atmosphere
of Penang Hill, the Botanical
Gardens and Youth Park.
2) The State Government
should instead take measures to
conserve Penang Hill as a
natural heritage by gazetting
the area as a nature park and
prohibit the kind of commercial
development
being
proposed.
3) The Botanical Gardens
and its surrounding area, and
the Youth Park should also be
preserved as an area of natural
recreation, and commercial activities should be prohibited in the vicinity.
4) The Department of Environment should reject
the ETA report and the project as a whole because of
the serious negative ecological and social effects.
On behalf of Friends of Penang Hill including the
following:
Consumers' A.ssocuuion of Penang (CAP);
Malayon Nature Soc~ty (MNS); Saluzbat Alam
M alaysiiJ (SAM); Ma/Qysian Mus lim Youth Movement (ABIM); EnvirontMnlal Prokction Society
Malaysia (EPSM); Penang Youth Council (represents 21 yo111h organhations); A.ssociiJtion of
Academic & Administration Skiff, USM; Penang
MTUC; Justice and Peace Commission; Penang
& Province Wellesley · Textile Union; Aliran;
Penang Mountaineering Socitty

Human Rights

Human Rights in Asia
A struggle of hope and despair
Human rights struggle is
interspersed with hope and
despair. CHANDRA
MUZAFFAR examines the
causes and impediments
that hinder the growth of
human rights in Asia and
observes that the ordinary
men and women who
embody that spark of hope
in the noble quest for
human rights and social
justice must forever remain
the custodians of freedom.
This artide is excerpted
from Chandra's Alan
Missen Memorial lecture
delivered to Australian
Members of Parliament in
Canberra, in October 1990.
The lecture was organized
by Amnesty International

he human rights struggle in
Asia in the last decade reveals
signs of both hope and
despair. In totalitarian Mongolia
there have been some democratic
reforms . Taiwan, a highly
authoritarian society, has begun 10
provide some space and scope for
dissent In the last 5 years, the South
Korean government has tried to
respond. albeit in a half-heartect manner, to some of the legitimate
demands of the people for the observance of certain fundamental politi-

cal and civil liberties. In Myanmar,
the people, showed through the ballot-box, that they cherish human
rights and democracy. The Pakistani
masses also rejected a repressive
military dictatorship and voted for a
political party which promised
freedom and j!Nice. Before that, in
the Philippines the people used their
collective power to bring down a callous, corrupt regime.
These positive changes have to
be juxtaposed with other negative
developments in the struggle for
human rights in Asia.
To start with, in Myanmar, the
military has once again displayed
its might by refusing to hand over
power to the National League for
Democracy (NLD) which won the
recent election. In Pakistan, after 20
months of a somewhat chaotic
democratic rule of sorts, the army
has decided 10 re-impose its will
upon the people. Sri Lanka, once a
shining symbol of parliamentary
democracy in Asia, is now tom
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Aung San Suu Kyi fell to

the military might of
Bwma's strongmen.
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the
harsh
asunder
by
authoritarianism of the State and
the ruthless power-play of a secessionist movement. In Tibet, the
Chinese ruling elite continue to
suppress the right of self- determination of a people faced with the
grim prospect of c ultural genocide.
And then, of course, there is the
tragedy of Tiananmen where the
old killed the young in order 10 perpetuate their power.

Contrasting & ConJradictory

So far we have taken a brief
look at the contrasting scenes in the
human rights drama across the
Asian continent But within each
nation-state there are also contrasting, sometimes contradictory,
trends and tendencies in human
rights practices.
In India. for instance, there is
undoubtedly freedom ofexpression
reflected in an articulate, often critical, press. The country can also be
proud of a Judiciary which has,
time and again,
demonstrated a high
• degree of independence from the
Executive. However,
in free India, the vast
majority of the
people arc not free
from hunger, disease
and
illiteracy.
Economic and social
rights, as a whole, lag
far behind political
and civil rights.
In tiny Singapore,
on the other
SUpNmeleader Deng
hand,
almost
every
crushed the young to stay
inpoww.
citizen enjoys the
right to food and

in the Universal
shelter, to health and educa"In Asia, where hunger and contained
Declaration and the two Intertion, to employment and social
disease challenge the very national Covenants. What is
security. And yet, ·the right to
dissent, the freedom to protest existence of millions of human even more distressing, there
a single government in
against the State, means very
beings, human rights must isn't
little in the tightly controlled
Asia which has, as its main
accord equal importance to mission, the expansion of
politics of that republic.
rights
and
the
In
Malaysia,
certain the right to food, to shelter, to human
strengthening of human digaspects of democratic rule ~
pear to be functioning well. education, to health ... For very nity.
There are regular elections, a
often the freedom of
Impediments
multi-party political system,
expression
which
is
What is it that impedes the
trade unions, public interest
suppressed
authoritarian growth of human rights in
societies, some dissent, a certain degree of public account- regimes is the freedom to ask Asia? What are the factors
which hinder the development
ability. But beneath that
for food for the poor..."
of a political culture which is
veneer, there are strict, severe
deeply committed to human
laws which curb the freedom
dignity and social justice? Our
of expression, of assembly,
upon the State and its decisionbrief comments on the human
and ofassociation.lndeed, the State
making process than their counterrights situation in various countries
has the unfettered power to detain
parts
in
countries
where
the
formal
the answer.
provide
without trial any person for any
of
democratic
rule
apinstitutions
In
Myanmar
and Pakistan, it is
length of time.
pear to be better established.
the military elite which continues to
In contrast to this, there is
What this shows is that we canthwart efforts to establish some
Thailand where the formal institunot determine the strength of
basic democratic institutions and
tions of democratic governance are
human rights practices in a parpractices.
fragile and feeble. The military
ticular society merely on the basis
In China it was the ruling politiremains in dominant power exertof its formal institutions. At the
cal elite which crushed that seed of
ing considerable influence upon the
same time, our cursory analysis has
freedom which the nation's youth
pattern of politics. But there is no
shown
that
there
are
countries
in
had tried to plant in the ancient soil
doubt at all that in this quasiAsia
which
uphold
certain
aspects
of
that country.
military state, there is still quite a
of
human
rights
while
transgressing
The Chinese ruling elite, needbit of freedom to organize, and to
others. There is perhaps hardly any
less to say, is primarily responsible
articulate, diverse group interests.
nation in the continent which faithfor the grave injustices inflicted
Public interest societies and even
fully observes aU the political, civil,
upon the Tibetan people.
trade unions in Thailand, someeconomic, social and cultural rights
The decline of parliamentary
times have a much bigger impact
democracy in Sri Lanka is inextricably intertwined with the communal politics of contending elites.
Social reforms which would
liberate the Indian masses from
economic serfdom have often been
negated by the manipulations of
sections of the Indian elite stratum.
In Singapore, it is the ruling
elite's ideology and political orientation which denies a role for dissent that is largely responsible for
its truncated democracy.
It is mainly because of the
present Malaysian ruling elite •sobsession with the perpetuation of its
power that democracy is more a
display of the symbols of goverIn Bunna, a foreboding message follows an aborted bid for freedom.

by
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human rights to establish
themselves in the societies
which they now dominate.
Of course, elites who monopolize power are not the
only problem. Colonial history, aspects of the political
culture of a particular community, economic, social and
political developments which
may be independent of the
elites, and even regional and
international politics tend to
influence human rights. Nonetheless elite interests in anumber of Asian countries have
been detrimental to the human
rights struggle.
While elite interests have
been inimical to human rights,
the increasing commitment to
the cause of human rights
among the people in some
countries at least, has inspired
human rights activists across
Asia.
Il is because of the
people's commitment to their
cause, that the Mongolian,
Taiwanese and South Korean
~:!~~~ ruling elites have made some
llli
concessions to the human
rights struggles in these
countries.
CUitunll genocide in TiiMC:The h.,d of 1he
Chinese politiCIII elite IMda h•vy.
It is people's power that
propelled Corazon Aquino in the
nance than a demonstration of the
Philippines and Benazir Bhutto in
substance of participation.
Pakistan to high office.
Likewise, the indomitable spirit
Finally if the military elite in
of the people of Myanmar which
Thailand was not involved, directly
has never been vanquished by the
or indirectly, in politics, democracy
in that country might have a better
haughty heel of ltle military might
may yet lead to the triumph of
chance of striking root.
freedom in that tragic land.

EliJelnterests

It is apparent that it is the elite
who constitute a fonnidable
obstacle to the growth and development of democracy and human
rights in Asia. For if human rights
is about empowering the ordinary
human being, it is not difficult to
understand why elites who are
detennined to monopolize power
are so reluctant to allow the values
and institutions associated with

Custodians ofFreedom
In Asia, as elsewhere, it is the
ordinary men and women who embody that spark of hope in the noble
quest for human rights and social
justice. They are the real custodians
of freedom and equality. It is their
suffering and sacrifice which will
strengthen the sinews of the eternal
struggle for human dignity.
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And yet, over and over again,
the human being, in spite of her
commitment to the cause, has failed
to secure freedom for herself and
her fellow human beings.
Why is it that in certain situations the people succeed in forcing
the elites to concede freedom to
them while in other instances they
fail miserably? Why did the pure,
braveyoungheartsofMyan~fail

in September 1988? Why did
Tiananmcn happen in June 1989?
But Mongolia was different.
Taiwan appears to be moving in the
direction of a 'less closed' society.
There is no stmple explanation
for the success of a freedom movement in one instance and the failure
of a similar movement in another
instance. The character of the
movement itself, the amount of
support it commands within the
populace, the cohesiveness of the
elites in power, their own orientation, and indeed, the overall socioeconomic situation, are often
decisive factors.
But in the human rights movement we have come to regard
failures as temporary setbacks.
They motivate us to pursue our
struggle with greater dedication
and more detennination. For as
Frederic Douglas, that illustrious
Afro-American champion of
human liberty, once noted, "The
whole history of the progiess of
human liberty shows that all concessions yet made to her august
claims have been born of earnest
struggle ... If there is no struggle,
there is no progress ... This struggle
may be a moral one, or it may be a
physical one, or it may be both
moral and physical, but it must be a
struggle. Power concedes nothing
without a demand. It never did and
it never will ..."

DictaJes & Demands
As groups and individuals committed to the cause of human rights
parliamentarians,
lawyers,
academics, teachers, students etc.
- pursue their lofty goals and ideals,

particular cultural or religious iden~~ .. ..~and Diiffierent
they would do well to remember
Vl.lUI"'•
tity is an incontestable truth exIndeed. in the nineties it is quite
that while human rights are univerpounded
by
. ~uddhis~.
sal. the actual struggle to achieve
conceivable that Asian human
Christianity, ConfucianiSm, Hinthem is bound to be conditioned by
rights movements will take on f~a
duism Islam. Taoism and other
tures which are more and more disthe immediate environment What
religi~ns. As a famous ~uslim
this means is that human rights
tinct - and different - from their
mystic who lived centur~es. ago
s~ggles in different Asian
European and Western counteronce lamented, "Isn't it an rrony
countries will assume different patparts. To a large extent, the
that the Hindu and the Muslim worterns and directions. They will also
religious and cultural resurge~e
ship with care the temple and
manifest varying characteristics as
taking place in a nwnber o~ AsUlll
mosque which they have erected
each situation will have its own discountries would be responsible for
with their own hands when the
this. As huge segments of the Asian
tinctive dictates and demands.
structure that God has erected - the
This is why it would be somepopulace become more and. ~ore
human being - they are prepared to
what naive of us to expect the
conscious of their distinct rehg1ous
oppress and to exploit?"
human rights struggles in Asia, for
and cultural identities. their strugWhat that mystic meant was
instance, to follow the pattern of the
gle to assert their rights and li~rtics
that one's universal identity as a
democratic revolutions which took
are also going to reflect the1r new
human being is God's work, while
place in Eastern Europe in 1989.
ethnic awareness. They are going to
sectarian identities are the work of
Those who feel that Asia should
demand political rights such as the
mortals. It is this God-given idenrepeat the experiences of Eastern
right to participate in_ public ~fairs,
tity which is the human being's true
Europe are at a loss to understand
or economic rights like the nght to
identity. If in the nineties. human
why the Chinese did not take a leaf
own land;in the name of their own
rights activists in certain parts of
from the East European book and
particular community. They will
Asia are confronted by religious
overthrow their communist regime.
use symbols and seek out ideas
bigots and cultural chauvinists.
Apart from some of the obv_ious
which make most sense within their
they should, with courag~ and co~
differences between the two situaown cultural or religious tradition.
viction, proclaim that therr committions which we need not examine in
In the course of time, this will unment to universal human rights and
detail in this lecture, it should be
doubtedly alter the tone and tenor
responsibilities stems from this
borne in mind that the communist
of human rights struggle in Asia.
God-given identity.
There is, of course, the danger
governments in most of Eastern
PoliJical & Civilliberli£s
Europe were imposed upon the
that as rights are pursued on behalf
people, following Soviet occupaof particular cultural or religious
But remaining universal in
communities, the universal content
tion of the region, after the Second
word and deed in the midst of all the
and character of human rights
pulls and pressures of sectarianism
World War.
In China, on the other hand, the
struggles will give way to scctari~.
is not the only challenge facing
communist government came to
parochial concerns. The commithuman rights activists in the
power in 1949, after an immens~ly
ment to human rights will no longer
nineties. Human rights activists in
be universal- that is, it will cease to
popular revolution whic~ was mAsia should also endeavour to exdisputably indigenous m every
be a cause which transcends
pand the scope of the human rights
way. The government in Be~jing,
religious, cultural and national
struggle in such a way ~at
and equally important, the Chmese
economic and social rights rece1ve
boundaries.
armed forces. the People's LiberaFortunately for us, however,
as much attention as political and
within all the great religious tradition Army (PLA), enjoy the sort of
civil liberties. It is a pity that the
emotional legitimacy vis-a-vis the
tions of Asia, there are powerful
human rights struggle in Asia has
people which did not exist between
streams of universal consciousness
come to be equated with political
state and citizen in most of Eastern
which can always be harnessed to
and civil rights only. This is, in a
Europe. It was just not possible,
combat
exclusive,
sectarian
sense, the result of the influence of
Western human rights movements
at
religious sentiments. By harnessing
therefore, for the students
what is universal we will be able to
upon Asian human rights act~vists.
Tiananmen to overthrow the comensure that the articulation of politimunist leadership.
In Asia, where hunger and d1sease
The different circumstances
cal, civil, economic, social and culchallenge the very existence of miltural rights remains universal.
lions of human beings, human
that prevailed in Eastern Europe
That our common human idenand China merely goes to show that
rights must accord equal imporwe carmot transplant a human
tity is, in the ultimate analysis, more
tance to the right to food. to shelter,
real, more meaningful, than our
rights struggle from one setting to
to education, to health and so on.
another.
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There is no question of emphasising one set of human rights at
the expense of anotlier. Political
and civil rights are indispensable to
economic and social rights. For
very often the freedom of expression which is suppressed by
authoritarian regimes is the
freedom to ask for food for the
poor. Similarly. to deny an individual the right to education is to
deny her the right to know and indeed, the right to speak. Likewise,
a person who does not have the
material means to live cannot possibly hope to enjoy the freedom of
expression or association.
What this means is that we
should develop, through word and
work, a more holistic understanding of human rights. Human
rights activists. have always argued
that human rights are indivisible.
Human rights are indivisible because the human being is indivisible. It is this concept of the
whole human being who possesses
both political and economic, civil
and cultural rights - and responsibilities, one may add - which
Asian human rights activists should
propagate in the nineties.
There is yet another challenge
which confronts us in this crucial
decade. It is not enough to try to
remedy particular human rights
violations. It is not enough to campaign for this or that prisoner of
conscience. We must. in the coming years, make a serious effort to
understand the injustices committed against the human being in
the larger context of the prevailing
social structures. Very few human
rights groups in Asia and elsewhere
approach human rights issues from
the perspective of power relationships in society.

Power Relationships
Understanding power relatiOnships and the social structures that
emerge from them is understanding
the root causes of human rights
violations.

Boplll: s.d memori., of a defectiv.
global poww e11'UctWe.

Why the Filipino elite in the
days of Ferdinand Marcos could
hold opulent extravaganzas for
Hollywood stars when millions and
millions of Filipinos were sinking
into the mire of squalid poverty, is
a question that can only be
answered by looking at the power
structure of that society.
Human rights activists concerned about the fundamental
rights of people to food, shelter and
clothing, cannot avoid examining
such issues in depth.
Similarly, it is only by analysing the power structure in Pakistan
that we will be able to wulerstand
why a couple of decades ago, its
military elite, could choose to
spend 5 billion dollars on a military
modernisation programme while it
could not allocate a mere 5 million
dollars for an infant immunisation
campaign.
Just as the power structure
within a particular society has a
direct bearing upon human rights,
so the power structure among nation-states exerts a tremendous influence upon the well-being of
whole peoples.
Isn't it because of the global
powertstructure that apartheid continues to deny basic human dignity
to the vast majority of South
Africans?
Isn•t the present global power
structure dominated by the United
States one of the main causes of the
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immense suffering of 4 million
Palestinians who have been denied
their legitimate right to a
homeland?
Isn't it because of the global
power structure that international
indignation was so feeble when a
powerful multi-national corporation commiued industrial genocide
against two thousand Indians in
Bhopal in December 1984?
Apart from coming to grips with
national and global power structures, human rights activists in Asia
should also perhaps set some
specific objectives which they can
pursue on a continental basis. They
could, for instance, campaign
against torture or extra-judicial killings or disappearances. Or they
could organize an Asian-wide
movement on behalf of the homelessor against child labour. Human
rights actiVIsts could also mobilise
resources across the vast continent
for the fight against corruption
which has a direct bearing upon the
economic and social rights of the
poor in particular. Human rights activists should also explore ways and
means of making people aware of
the pitfalls of a consumerist,
materialistic life-style and culture
which, in the end, subverts the very
dignity of the human being.
It is only too obvious that there
is a lot to be done. We should not
wait too long. Or it will be too late
too soon. After all, this is the last
decade of the twentieth century.
For centuries, Asia has
preached, through its illustrious
religious sages and philosophers,
all the sublime ideals that underlie
the quest for human rights. Justice,
freedom, equality, dignity. compassion - these are all noble values
which, to a greater or lesser degree.
grew out of the womb of Asia. And
yet in our long history we have
known only brief moments of joy.
The tragedies surpass the triumphs.
There is a tear of sorrow on the
cheek of Asia. It is time we wiped
that tear.+

Universal Spiritual Values
preventdfrom arisUitJ. rniutfore tfu man of
liumanity praises it.

MOZI
The Chinese
Peace Thinker

In the paragraphs which follow, Mozi argues that
universal love is not something distant and difficult to practise:

...rz1iose wfw fovea otlitrs wi££6e fovet£6y
otlitrs. rz1iose wfw 6enefit otfurs wif£6e 6enefittul
6y otliers. rz1iose wfw fiatt otlitrs wi££ 6e fiatd 6y
otlitrs. .>Wl tfiose wlio liann otliers wi££6e liannetl
6y otfurs. IJTUn wfiat diffo.ulty is tfure witli tfUs
universalfove? Only tfu ruler tfoes not maq it liis
government measure anaoffiurs tfo not maq it
tlieir coruluct.

The philopsophy of the Great Chinese
thinker MOZI I<N inftuence after A.D. 220,
but the underlying message of peace and
anti- warfarism in his thinking is
surprisingly stiUrelevant to contemporary

times, says TAN CHEE BENG.

T

he recent Gulf War reminded us once again the threat of
war to peaceful hwnan existence. The people in lrlq and
Kuwait know by their own experience the tragedies of war. the
destnJction of life, the deslluction to property, and worse of all
the degradation of hwnan dignity. The adv~nCement in science
and technology has made warfare even more dangerous for the
destruction is both more decisive IOd massive.
War is terrible, and in every society, there are thinkers
who preach peace, not war; who remind people of the evil
of warfare. The greatest anti-war thinker in Chinese history
is Moz.i (Master Mo), also called MoDi. who lived some
time between the death of Confucius in 479 B.C. and the
birth of Menggzi (Mencius) in 372 B.C. He was the
founder of the school of philosophy known to the English
speakers as Moism, which was the rival of Confucianism.
Moz.i was not just a thinker, he was very much an activist
for he would travel foe days just to persuade a ruler not to
conduct a war.
Although Moism lost its influence after the Han Dynasty (206 B.C. - A.D. 220), many of Mozi 's ideas remain
relevant today. After all Mozi was a Chinese think~r who
preached universal love. What is universal love? This is
described in Mozi ( the work which is named after Mozi
and written by Mozi and his disciples ) as follows:

It is to regan{ otlitrpwpk scountrU.s as ones
uwn. 1WJaraotfur pwpk sfami£Us as oru sown.
1WJaraotfur pwpfe sperson as oru sown... wfun
a[[ tfu peopfe in tfu worUl lOve oru anotfur, tfu
strong wi££ not overcome tfu ~ tfu 1NliiY wi££
not opprus tfu few, tfu rich. wi££ not insult tfu
poor, ana tfu cunnine wi£[ not tlueive tEte itJnorant.
'Because ofuniversalfove, a[[ tfu cafamitU.s, usurpations, fiatruf anaanimosity in tfu worUl may 6e
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Indeed, the government plays a critical role in ensuring
social harmony and peace. Immoral governments bring
about oppression and war. We see this in President Saddam
Hussein and his cabinet who decided to invade Kuwait;
bringing about suffering to both the people of Kuwait and
the people of Iraq. We also see this in President George
Bush and the American Congreu who insisted on waging a
war against Iraq, leading to the mass destruction of infrastructure in Iraq and Kuwait as well as the death of many
soldiers and civilians.
Given the nation-state system of the world today, the
governments have a great responsibility to promote ethnic
hannony and international brotherhood. In short the governments have to practise universal love, to be guided by a
unity world-view. This is the challenge of the present and
the future, to bring about a more responsible form of
government, a moral government which promotes hannony
between people and peace between states.
There can be no harmony in a nation if a government
discriminates against one group in favour of another, oc if
the majority oppresse.( the mi.n ority. There can be no peace
in the world if the strong countries exploit the weaker ones,
or if war of aggression is waged presumedly to benefit
one's own country against another.ln other words, in order
to achieve peace, the governments of today and future must
practise love irrespective of ethnicity, religion, nationality,
and such other status lilce sex and social origin.
Mozi opposed the use of force as a method of control.
He proposed righteousness as a method of control. Again,
in the light of the Gulf War, what be had said is still very
pertinent today. When a government does not observe
righteousness as a principle of government and international relations, there is always the danger of a strong state attacking a less strong state, and the weak plundered by the
strong. According to Moz.i:

'To o6ey tfu wi££of:HL.aven is to use ritJiiteousness as tfu metliotlofcontroL 'To oppose tfu wi££of

J/eaven is to use force as a metfwaofcontroL 'U'Mt
will fi.appen if rigfi.teousruss is usufas a metfwaof
controC? Mo iJZ;u. saUl: ;t rukr ofa 6io state will
not attac~a smaflstate. ;t rukr ofa faroe family
will not usurp a smaflfamily. 'I1U strong wif£ not
p(u.rufer tfu ~ 'I1U fi.onou.rufwif£ not tkspise
tfi.e fi.u.m6u. ;w£tfi.e cu.nni"9 will not dueive tfi.e ig·
norant. rz1iis is 6eneficial to J/eaven on tfi.t fi.igfi.est
uve(, 6eneficial to spiritu.aC 6eings on tfi.e tnUUfk
uve' atuf6eneficial to man on tfu fowtr uvd.
'13ei"9 6eneficial to tfi.ese tfi.ru means 6ei"9 6eneficial to all. 'I!Urtfcm tfi.e wfi.oU worUfgives tfi.em a
good name arnlca£ls tfi.emsage·Ki"9s.
Mozi was a logical thinker even though we may not
agree with all his premises. Unlike Confucius, Mozi was
very much a utilitarian. This as well as his fi11TI belief in
God and spirits shaped Mozi's thinking. In fact, Mozi was
the only prominent Chinese thinker of the time to emphasise religion. In a sense, he sought to bring about a resurgence of the Chinese Classical religion ( the belief in
Heaven and spirits ) in his effort to bring about a better
world. He believes in a Heaven which punishes and
rewards. For him, "Heaven wants righteousness and dislikes unrighteousness". This is an underlying principle of
his philosophy.
But Mozi is a utilitarian, and so his emphasis on
religion is not one of blind faith. In fact he attacked
fatalism vigorously. And he said, "For any doctrine some
standard must be established". For him, religion is important for bringing about a moral society. More importantly,
the belief in Heaven serves as the ultimate standard for
moral judgement. The will of Heaven serves as a standard
for his doctrine. It is a spiritual model. This is described
lucidly in the following passage:

fare" (Ch. 17,18 and 19). This title is important for Mozi
was against wars of aggression but not against self-defense.
The systematic thinking, the belief in Heaven and spirits
and the utilitarian nature of Mozi 's philosophy are well
reflected in the following passage from Ch. 19 of Mozi.

9{pw does it mean tfi.at to anne~ a state am£

tkstroy an army, injun am£ oppress tfi.e peopfe, am£
tfi.row tfi.e fi.eritages ofsages into confusion wif£
6enefit J/eaven?'l3u.t to recruit tfi.e peopU of
Jfeaven to attac~ tfu cities of~aven is to mu.rckr
tfi.e pwpU of~aven, smasfi. aftars, ckmofisfi.
sfi.rirus, am£ ~i£(sacrificialanimals. In tfi.is way, on
tfi.e fi.igfi.er uvdno 6enefit to Jfeaven can 6e attaind. t])oes it mean to 6enefit spirituaf 6ei"9s?
'13u.t peopU of~aven are murckrufam£spiritu.aC
6eing sare ckniea tfi.eir patron sacrifices. 'I1U spirits
ofpast rukrs are neg{utet£. ?fu rr.dtitu.ck are in·
ju.na am£ oppmsufam£ tfi.e pwpu are scatteretf.
%us on tfu tnUUfk Uve[ no 6enefit to spiritu.af
6eings can 6e attained. t])oes it mean to 6erufit tfie
peopU? 'I1U 6enefit to tfte peopUfrom ~i££ing tfi.e
peopU ofJfeaven is s(igfi.t intfeull .fWfcalculate
tfi.e cost! rz1iis is tfi.e root oftkstru.ction ofCife. J t ~
fi.austs tfi.e pwpk to an immeasura[,u tft.gru. 'lfius
on tfi.e fowtr kve[ no 6enefit to tfu pwpk can 6e attaind.
The important point is, the offensive warfare does not
benefit the humankind, and even to the aggressor, "the
benefit to the people from killing the people of Heaven is
slight", and "calculate the cost!". Offen$ive warfare is "the
root of destruction of life". Thus no offensive war can be a
just war, even if it is in the name of democracy. Modem
warfare not only destroys human~fc and the socioeconomic infrastructure, it destroys other forms of life too.
As the Gulf War has shown, modern warfare can bring
about tremendous polluliun. Indeed a war in a particular
region of the world today can have tremendous economic
and ecological consequences on the rest of the world too.
The cost is indeed great!
In the Gulf War, we heard of the Iraqis claiming that
they would win because God was on their side. The
American soldiers also talked of God being totally on their
side. It must have been very difficult to be God. One thing
we are sure: neither President Saddarn Hussein nor President George Bush as well as those who supported them
acted according to the will of Heaven. How do we know?
Because Heaven wants righteousness and dislikes unrighteousness. +

Mo tJ:z;u. saUl: 'I1U wif£ of~aven to me is c;q
tfi.e compasses to tfi.e wfi.et.(wrigfi.t atuf tfi.e square to
tfi.e carpenter. fJ1ie wfuefwrigfit and tfie ttirptnter
app(y tfi.eir squ.art atufcompasses to measure a([

squ.art am£circular o6jects in tfu worCd. 'I!Uy say
tfi.at tfwse tfi.atfit an comet atuf tfwse tfi.at do not
fit an not COTTtct. 'I1U writi"9s of tlu scfwfars am£
gentUmen oftfi.e worUf today cannot a([ 6e foadea
in carts atuf tfu many doctrines tfi.ey teacfi. cannot
6e enu.meratet£. ?fuy try to persuatk tfi.e fetuia£
fortis a6ove atufvarious minor officials 6tfqw. '13u.t
as to liu.manity atufrigfi.teousness, tfi.ey an far, far
off tfi.e tna.rt :Row do I ~now? I say: I fi.ave tfu
sfiini"9 moddin tfi.e worUf (tfi.e wif£ ofJfeaven) to
measu.rt tlum.

Note: In this paper the English translation of the passages from Mozi are selected from Wing-Tsit Chan'sA
so11rce Bool ;,. Clti11ese Philosophy, Princeton University
Press, 1963.

Mozi was against offensive warfare. Three chapters of
\fozi are entitled "Fei Gong" or "Against Offensive War-
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Thinking
allowed

Museum of Judicial
History

T

he Malacca Government is
thinking of adding another
notch to its dubious quest of
having the most number of
museums in the country. It is thinking of setting up a museum of
Malaysian judicial history. The
Minister of Justice descnbed it as
a "good idea" for the museum
could be used to display judicial
records and highlight prominent
personalities and the role played
tf:.
'IJ

-

-

by judicial officials in the
country's development
The very idea has set
Malaysian minds aspiring on the
sort of exhibits that could go on
display. Swely, lhe most prized
exhibit would be a waxed figwe of
our poor former Lord President
Tun Salleh Abas. One can imagine
the artist's impression of Tun
Salleh, wringing his tied hands in
great despair as three waxed and
ferocious kangaroos prepare to
help end his distinguished career.

·--..
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This circus-like scene would
be even more convincing with lhe
addition of several dozen
politicians wearing vexed and
waxed faces, fearful that their
political ambitions would go under
lhe judge's hammer. Meanwhile,
the man who stands to gain most
from the Lord President's fall from
grace is seen diligently checking
that the court doors are locked and
the seals in a safe place.
Also, as evident at Madame
Tussaud's of London, no
recreation of history would be
complete without the addition of
sound and light(noproblem for the
Malacca Government, just don't
ask for water!). Hence, this bizzare
episode of our judicial history is to
be enjoyed to the tune of a
specially composed song, entitled.
"Shame! Shame!", and sung by
waxed members of the Bar
representing those who
understand justice as it is
universilly understood.
On the other side of the stage
would be more waxed members of
the Bar representing those who
prefer their own interpretations of
justice, and they are crooking this
syncophantic, sorry symphonic,
composition lhat goes: "We have
no shame!"

~

(" ~ 'Q~ ~...

~~~

'-

~

'·

As this dramatic scene draws
to a close, the whirring ofa Boeing
747 CM be heard overflead. The
big bird is bringing in a foreign
writer (not the foreign imperialist
m so despised by us) to help
remedy the sony situatioo with a
nice little book, "Judicial
Misconduct". The book, still stuck
at its frrst edition, is prominently
displayed in a reinforced glass case
- not because it is a priceless
exhibit, but to prevent it from
being set afJre by those who did not
agree that it is a 'nice book'.
Meanwhile the 101 st edition of
another book, "May Day for
Justice", lies behind another
reinforced glass case, in case it is
also set aflame by those who had
JR(erred the pedantic style of the
other book. The author for the
latter has wriuen another book, but
it is not oo exhibit because they
have run out of reinforced glass

cases.
Truly, the Justice Minister has
come up with a noble idea that if
implemented, would do justice not
only to the judicial history of the
country but also, 1o Truth itself.

sistent with a most commendable
practice amoog Japanese political
leaders to be accountable to their
people, for some have even
resigned from their positions in the
past.

It is not certain whether the
Tokyo stocks had jwnped for joy
or out of shock, but Malaysians, oo
the whole were quite incredulous.
WorrJ?- things have happened oo
our soil but those responsible have
not only managed to ci'ID-walk out
of the line of finger of blame, but
tried successfully to pass the blame
onto others. Some of their pet
'blamees' include the foreign
press,
the
opposition,
out-of-favour politicians and ...the
weather, notably, the latter docs
not answer lxlck!
In this climate (sic), are we 1o
expect an apology from our
Minister of Ftnance over the $72
million lost. suffered by the
securities ann of Bank Bumiputta
Malaysi<m Berhad? Any jump by
the KL Exchange will most
definitely be out of sheer shock if
that happens.

Sorry! Sorry! Sorry!

P

rices of the Tokyo Stock

Ma!tet jwnped 500points (a
financial Olympic record of sorts)

after the Japanese Minister of
Fmance apologised to the natioo
over a series of improper investment deals that also involved a
crime syndicate. The Minister and
two of his senior officials also too1c
it upon themselves to fooeit 10%
of their salaries for three mooths as
penance. His behaviour was coo-
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Pagar Makan Padi

S

elangor is reeling from the
worst spate of thievery ever.
Those thieves stole all kinds of
things - trees, human skulls and
even sand, complained the
Menteri Besar. They arc even
more elusive than the phantom
members of the MCA, evaporating into thin air when spot checks
are made. The Menteri Besar
(MB) was a very frustraled man
when he turned up in Puchong
early one SWlday morning, hoping
to catch the sand-thieves, sandyhanded. All he saw were empty
lorries rolling leisurely lhrough
Puchoog, afteraD, it was a SWlday!
Eventually, with the last departing
lorry rumbling off into the sunset.
the MB rc:ilised he h.1d been outwitted. He abn came to a cooelusion that
"top people" are
involved in this awful racket and
they had probably tipped off the
sandy-handed friends. who are
taking 3 much needed rest that
weekend. Our am31eur detective
was now stuck with two problems
- tracking down the syndicate behind this theft of public JrOPCl1Y,
as well as smoking out the moles
and the big guns invoh·ed.
And he still had the Mystery of
the Missing Trees to tackle.
Several hectares of forests in the

state had either been logged away,
or perhaps, these pristine trees
~~e grown feet overnight and had
Jomed their fellow greeneries
protesting in Sarawak:.
Here again, the investigators
~tzed into the empty field of
cnme, weU after the Joggers had
logged~ their logs.
Fortunalely, the MB does not
have l_O ~ with the Mystery of
the Missmg Skulls. The police are
handlin~ that case, apparently with
fantastic results solving the
backlog of missing person cases
viz a viz the missing skulls:
although, it was nunoured that the
police force who normally handles
cases of missing person, are
~xed with all these reports on
nussmg trees and sands.
The Menteri Besar has
declared that 'those' responsible
would have to answer and pay
severly. U only the dead, the
forest and the hills could
speak... what tales would they
teU!

LaBamba

~ Prime Minister and 1m
~ boys returned from their
Latin tour "fully satisfied". the
papers reported . Within a
fortnight, they jetted through

/\M"ZON

"' ALSO

~'\GOT
~ ....

~NLSHINGI
TREE~ WHAT?
Minister
of
Energy,
Telecommunication and Posts,
who must surely miss sleeping in
the room fourth in line from the
~Minister's. In fact, it is said,
he IS now sleeping out in the cold,
having fallen out of favour with the
UMNO leadership. The MIC
President has forgotten
temporarily where the ghee on his
tosai comes from.
About the only significant
event of the trip was the USS900
million deal signed between
Pewaja Steel and a Chilean
Conglomerate. Apart from that,
Dr. Mahadtir dispensed freely. his
advice and consultation, of the
non,-medical sort, on a variety of
toptcs, while jetting about the
mountainous heights of Chile, to
the plains of Brazil and what's left
of the Amazonian rainforesl

Chile, Brazil and Argentina, and

even managed to squeeze in some
high-altitude surgery.
. The 180-member delegation,
mcludcd four Cabinet Ministers, a
Chief Minister, a Menteri Bcsar
and a string of ~level offiCials
and businessmen. An entire MAS
pbne had to be chartered for this
delegation - mind boggling! We
are SliD trying to ascertain the role
of this huge delegation.
Conspicously missing from
the delegation, is our Italian-suited

Imperialists
"'1"1emperatures bet ween
~ Malaysia and our downunder neighbour is still somewhere where you •d put the
vegetables in the fridge. Our
papers were full or venom for the
"nasty foreign imperialist Press".
The excess spittle went the way of
the Aussie media who allegedly
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described us as '"--..L.--=-"
UiU Uiii.R; ' perhaps refering to our treatment of
judges and rainforest.
It is distressing how the word
"imperialist" is dragged out of the
cl?set like a cloak during the
wmter of our relations with our
down-under
neighbour.
Otherwise, the term which applies
~ually weU 10 how our economy
ts so dependent on foreign
multinational investments is
quietly stuffed back into the cl~t
Anyway, the Australian
Foreign and Trade Minister
arrived in the capital for the Post
Ministerial Conference with a
formula for instant amnesia. The
A~ government. he said,
was anxious to forget the past and
work with us once more, after
admitting that the Aussie media
had been offensive and even
insulting to us on issues such as
tropical timber, the Penans and the
ISA arrests.

•
CADS In the Country
Clubs

T

he National Council of
Women's Organisation has
voiced its shriU objection a~
an attempt by golf clubs in the
country to employ female caddies.
NCWO's President Datin Paduka
Zaleha Ismail is fretting that with
female caddies on the fairway,
male golfers would be tempted to
spe~d even more time practising
thear puts and their swings and
what-not. I think it's nice of the
Datin lo warn female caddies of
the male cads. Well either she's
being nice or she thinks that caddy
is the female gender for cad.

•

byNNP

International Affairs

A Change of
Heart?
US motives
suspect in Cambodian peace
process
Why is the US suddenly interested in a

(peace process' in Cambodia? Is it out of a
genuine desire for peace in that war- tom
region? Or has it more to do with its
repeated failure to overthrow the Phnom
Penh government? MICHAEL VICKERY
analyses the sudden change of heart by the

and cooperate with the Cambodian revolution which they
had previously considered premature.

Total Destruction
Faced with the mcompetence of the Lon No! government and 1ts mab1hty to deal with the insurgents, American
intervention m the Cambodian war increased, particularly
in the form of mass1ve bombing. The bombing had begun
clandestinely in areas near the Vietnamese border in 1969,
but after 1970, in particular during 1972 and 1973, carpet
bombing by B-52s destroyed much of central Cambodia, its
heavily populated agricultural area. The purpose could only
have been to lcill as many of the communist troops and their
c1vilian supporters so that the revolutionary civil war could
be defeated. The goal of a horrendous death toll was realilcd, but it did not destroy the revolution which, to the contrary, mcreased 1ts advantage over the Lon No! government
month by month.
Th1s policy of total destruction from the air prefigures
what the US did in Iraq, and when US offic1als claim they
could not have foreseen the results - that is total social
breakdown without any redeeming tmprovement in the
regtme - we are entitled to call them straightaway liars. The
case of Cambodia in 1970-1975 was a perfect example of

us.

W

hy IS a so-called 'Peace Process' under way with
respect to Cambodia?
An unacknowledged revolutionary civil war began in
Cambodia in I967 between Cambodian communists based
in rural areas and the government of Chief of State Prince
Norodom Silianouk. That war increased in severity when
Sihanoulc was deposed in March 1970 by his erstwhile supporters led by General Lon No!, a military strong man and
Sihanoulc loyalist since the early 1950s. Lon No! was more
supportive of the US war in Vietnam, and he began to
cooperate with them to remove Vietnamese troops from
areas within the borders of Cambodia where they maintained safe bases w1th S1hanoulc's tacit permission (although by 1969 Silianoulc had also given the Americans
tacit permission to bomb those areas).
The removal of S1hanouk was followed by a joinl USRepublic of Vietnam (South Vietnam) invasion of eastern
Cambodia in April. Its purpose was to destroy the Vietnamese communist bases and provide support for Lon No!.
The first goal was never achteved, and in spite of US support, Lon Nol's new Republic of Kampuchea grew ever
weaker over the next five years.
.
On the other side the US-Lon No! squeeze on the communists persuaded the Vietnamese communist~ to support

Survivors of a111dical brand of Kampuch..,. communt.m
under Pol Pot, Khleu Samphan and leng Sary: One million
p..-.one ~hed through overwork, hunger and diseue.
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The 'Peace Process' has
been a process of trying
to take away from the
PRK at the negotiating
table what could not be
won from it on the
battlefield or through
blockade, embargo and
subversion.

the results of indiscriminate destruction pursued in the interests of a
dubious goal.
By April1975, the Cambodian
communists won their civil war and
their revolution, and a month later
the Vietnamese communists defeated
the S11gon-based Republic of Vietnam.
Little known to the outside
world was that cooperation between
Vietnamese and Cambodian commurusts had soured by 1973, because
of the extreme chauvinism of the
Cambodian revolutionary leaders
who dreamed of a totally
autonomous pure communism free
from any kind of foreign influence. After that, most of the
Cambodian campaigns and victories were carried out and
achieved without notable Vietnamese support, and some of
the Cambodian leadership at that time even considered Vietnam their most dangerous enemy.

Radical Policy
The new revolutioi'W')' government in Cambodia called
itself 'Democratic Kampuchea', and its best-known surviving leaders were Pol Pot, Khieu Samphan, and Ieng Sary.
They carried out a radical policy of social levelling and
primitive communism unlike what had occurred anywhere
else. Nearly all the town and ctty populations were forced
to become unskilled agricultural labourers living under a
strict communal organization. Commerce and currency
were abolished, as was most educalion and medical and cultural facilities that existed previously.
That policy eventually caused tens, or hundreds of
thousands of deaths through overwork, hunger, and illness:
and it required disciplinary measures which killed still
more tens or hundreds of thousands. In aU approximately 1
million persons, out of an original 7 million population,
died or were killed, above a normal peacetime dea!h rate.
Besides the disastrous domestic policy, the leaders of
Democratic Kampuchea allowed their dislike of Vietnam to
lead them into aggression agamst their large neighbour,
under the pretext that it was Vietnamese subversion that
had been responsible for the failures of domestic policy.
The ensuing warfare caused even more suffering for the
Cambodian population and inevitably resulted in strong
Vietnamese ripostes, the last of which in December 1978
was carried forward until Democratic Kampuchea was overthrown and replaced by a new leadership group consisting
of a mixture of former Democratic Kampuchea personnel
who had broken with Pol Pot's extremist policies, other
Cambodian communists who had lived in exile in Vietnam
since 1954, and some people who had no communist background and who had suffered under Dcmocralic KampucheL
Since official and public opinion in the West, particularly in the US, had condemned Democratic Kampuchea, had
accused its leaders of crimes worse than Hitler's, and had
eaUed for intervention to overthrow such an evil regime,
one might have expected international relief when that occurred, particularly when it soon became clear that the new

Peoples Republic of Kampuchea intended to pursue quite different
policies - restoring normal social
structures and civilian life. Instead,
there was obvious anger that the
measures against Democratic Kampuchea, which the West said should
be taken, were carried out by Vietnam.

Sycoplumtic Joli17Uilists

Nearly all Western powers and
ASEAN condemned the Vietnamese
action, without heed for the improvement it brought to the lives of
most Cambodians. Indeed, many
Western and ASEAN officials, and
a pack of sycophantic journalists, tried to blame the parlous
state of Cambodian society and economy in 1979, not on
the policies of Democratic Kampuchea, but on its overthrow. There were even suggestions, including a CIA report
on Kampucbean demography, that the largest death toU had
not occurred under Pol Pot but durmg the period of Vietnamese intervention which led to his removal.
In February 1979, China invaded northern Vietnam as
punishment, to teach Vietnam a lesson, as they said. This
caused immense destructton to Vietnam's northern border
provinces, but nevertheless, led to a military dcf~fat for
China, and had no effect on the situation in Cambodia.
Later in 1979, Thailand allowed remnants of the
defeated Democralic Kampuchean army to cross Thai territory carrying their weapons to find sanctuary in another
part of Cambodia near the Thai border. This was a violation
of internalional law, according to which belligerents entering non-belligerent territory are to be disarmed and interned
pending resolution of the conflict.
International cooperalion against the new Cambodian
government during 1979-1980 was concentraled in the
development of huge refugee centres near and along the
border between Cambodia and Thailand. Indeed, there were
tens of thousands of Cambodians who had fled to the border in the perilous early months of 1979, when no one
knew how the war would end and which party would
emerge victorious.
In the Western press this was usually portrayed as rejection by up to a quarter of the surviving population of the
new Peoples Republic as weU as of the old Democratic
Kampuchea, and the refugee centres were created for the
purpose of drawing the maximum number of people, particularly the better educated, out of Cambodia into the
refugee camps where they could be used for propaganda
against the new government and as a recruitment base for
armed forces for an eventual overthrow.
These anti-Phnom Penh armed forces were f'~rst of all
the Democralic Kampuchean remnants, who were given
rest and rehabilitation facilities both within Thailand and in
the ill- defined border zone. Food, medicine, money and
arms were transmitted to them through a variety of open,
semi-clandestine, and clandestine arrangements. Within a
couple of years, their fighting qualities had been restored.
Two other non-communist armed groups were formed,
with more overt Western and ASEAN aid in the form of
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Propaganda Campaign

food. medicine, shelter, money, and arms. They were the
Kluner Peoples National Liberation Front under an old
politician named Son Sann, and another group loyal to
Prince Sihanouk.
Within the UN, Cambodia's seat continued to be occupied by the representative of Pol Pot's Democratic Kampuchea, and anually the UN, in one form or another, voted
to condemn the replacement of Democratic Kampuchea by
the People·s Republic.

Until1989, PRK legitimacy was denied because of the
presence of 100,000- 200,000 Vietnamese soldiers and
Vietnamese advisers to the administration who allegedly
ran the country, demonstrating that it was not independent.
At the same time 1 propaganda campaign, in which wellknown professional humanitarian organizations collaborated, was cranked up to convince the world that the
Phnom Penh government violated human rights, distracting
it from the great improvement in that field which had
ASEAN Pressure
resulted from the enforced change of regime in 1979, and
In 1982, US, Chinese and ASEAN pressure forced the
the further steady improvement thereafter, in spite of the
three Cambodian groups opposing Phnom Penh to unite in
Jack of trained officials and wartime conditions imposed on
the Coalition Government of Democratic Kampuchea,
Cambodia by the US,
which preserved the name of
China and ASEAN.
the hated Pol Pot regime. This
The first demand of
coalition has henceforth been
Phnom Penh's enemies
was that the Vietnamese
recognized diplomatically by
all ASEAN states, China and
had to withdraw, after
most of the capitalist West.
which, it was implied, ocThe Peoples Republic in
casionally even stated exPhnom Penh has been recogplicitly, that there would
be no problem in re- estabnized by Vietnam, the Soviet
Union, most of the former
lishing normal relations
with Cambod1a.
Soviet bloc countries of EastAt that time, the US,
ern Europe, India, Nicaragua,
Cuba, and a few African
China and ASEAN
believed that Vietnam had
countries.
no intention of withdrawIn spite of political isolaing, but intended to transtion by most of the developed
form Cambodia into some
world, and a virtual economic
kind of Vietnamese
blockade initiated and enVietnarneee .oldien bid f..well to c.mbodill: ASEAN Wid
colony or province. It was
forced by the US, the Peoples
the W•tem powws heeped bl8me on Vietnam tor the
breakdown of c.mbochn tiOCieCy Md lei economy.
also believed that without
Republic of Kampuchea
the large V 1etnamese
(which in 1989 changed its
name to the State of Campresence, the PRK could not survive, but would be defeated
bodia), made rapid progress in restoring normal, and steadiby the three-party Coalition within 1 few months.
ly improving conditions of life for its people. Substantial
Then, against all predictions. Vietnam, after seve~al parforeign aid came from the Soviet Union and from Vietnam,
tial withdrawals begiMing in 1983, took away all thelf •
even though the latter was hardly in a better position than
troops in September 1989, and not only did tJ:te PRK not
Cambodia following the destruction wrought by the US
collapse, but it defended itself very well and m the last few
during the war of 1960-1975.lfCambodia since 1979 had
months made impressive gains against the Coalition forces.
had normal international political and economic relations,
This is why what is called the 'Peace Process' had to be
instead of facing blockade and subversion by the world's
initiated. The ·Peace Process' has been a process of trying
largest and most powerful countries i.e. China and the US
to take away from the PRK at the negotiating table what
respectively, it would probably by now have at least
could not be won from it on the battlefield or through blockreturned to the level of its best pre-war years.
ade, embargo and subversion. Whether the 'Jakarta InforThe progress under the new Peoples Republic in
mal Meeting•, the •Australia Plan'. the August 1990
Phnom Penh has not been denied by its enemies. Neither do
UN-endorsed 'Framework' proposal, the Big Five Novemthey deny that the Pol Pot group does not deserve to return
ber 1990 'Proposed Structure for a Comprehensive Political
to power. Nevertheless, allegedly because Pol Pot was overSettlement', or the new US 'Blueprint' for normalization of
thrown by illegitimate foreign intervention, the state which
relations with Vietnam and Cambodia, they have aU had as
resulted, the Peoples Republic/State of Cambodia
their goal the dissolution of the present Cambodian gover1
(PRK/SOC), may not be allowed to survive, bot must be
ment and its replacement by its enemies, or at least by ~
replaced by some other entity which more certainly 'repr-~
coalition of Phnom Penh with its enemies, even ar the nsk
sents the will of the Cambodian people' . For the West, this
of a return to power of the blood-stained Pol Pot group.
should be 1 non-communist goverrunent based on the
Ironically. after years of pressure on V1etnam to
KPNLF and the Sihanoukists. These two groups, however,
remove its troops from Cambodia, the US Blueprint rehave shown such incompetence, disunity, corruption, and
quires them to intervene again to force the ~am~~ans to
brutality towards civilians within their small enclaves on
accede to the Big Five 'Proposed Structure of polillcal
the Thai border, thai they cannot be taken seriously as the
suicide.
nucleus of a state apparatus.
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Secretary of State, George Schultz, to warn ASEAN against
making proposals which Vietnam might accept
Perhaps the most dramatic move towards peace was the
declaration of new (1988) Thai Prime Minister Chatichai
Choonhavan that he intended to transform Indochina from
a battlefield to a market place, and his invitation to PRK
Prime Minister Hun Sen to visit Bangkok in early 1989
even before the Vietnamese military had left Cambodia.
Until Chatichai's democratically elected government was
overthrown by a military coup in February 1991, Thailand
broke with traditional ASEAN and US policy on Cambodia. and was clearly heading toward recognition of
Phnom Penh instead of the DK coalition, something which
might have brought instant peace.
The Phnom Penh government and Vietnam did their
part to meet the West halfway. short of total surrender and
dismantling of the PRK goverrunent. Not only did Vietnam
withdraw its troops, demonstrating that the PRK was an independent, viable state, but both countries began to follow
World Bank and IMF suggestions that they liberalize their
economics, after which, implicitly, they would have been
eligible for normal economic relations with those international institutions.

Kampuchean

child-refug... at the
Thai border: The
.uttering• continue •
the US pursu• its
predatory capitali.m
and hegemonistic
designs in the region;

Peace Moves
PRK Prime Minister
Hun Sen: L..eecl. •

In spite of glowing reports about Vietnamese progress
from the World Bank and the IMF, the US has blocked all
proposals to remove the economic blockade of Vietnam
and Cambodia, and since 1990, has even made private contact with those countries by American citizens more difficult.
Those peace moves could not be tolerated because they
offered some promise for real peace and ~ecognition of the
PRK/SOC, which the US is determined to destroy. Those
peace moves had to be supplanted by the 'Peace Process',
which is intended to destroy the existing Cambodian
government, regardless of the hardship that may be required of the Cambodian people, and even if it enables the
discredited Pol Pot group to return to power.
As happened in th.e 1960s during the Vietnam War, opposition to US policy in relation- to Cambodia ha~ begun to
appear in influential American circles, including several active senators. The George Bush regime in 1989-1990 was
also discomfited by Thailand's opening to Phnom Penh. It
also probably feared that China, which announced the end
of its aid to the coalition (though they have since reneged)
at a time when Washington was not contemplating any
such move, might change its Cambodia policy, leaving the
US as the only major power supporting, however covertly,
the Pol Pot Khmer Rouge.
Thus the unexpected announcement in July 1990 that
Washington would no longer support the Coalition Government of Democratic Kampuchea in the UN, and would
begin a process of negotiated normalization with Vietnam,
should not be seen as a real shift in policy, but as a cynical
fmesse of domestic political opposition to George Bush and .
his policies. On the ground in Southeast Asia, US Policy
has hardly changed; and combined with the new Thai
military-dominated regime's sympathy for the anti-Phnom
Penh coalition, the new US 'Blueprint' is a harder antiPhnom Penh line than was being pushed a year ago.

viable government the
US • loath to ...

.ucceed.

Cynical Pretentions
Tn particular the US and ASEAN have been quite cynical. While pretending to abhor Pol Pot., they have created
and supported all initiatives to weaken his most effective
opponents, knowing that the envisaged four-power coalition is unviable because of the deadly enmity among the
four parties.
Earlier chances for peace have been energetically blocked, with the US tiling the lead. There could have been
peace as early as 1979, after the defeat of the internationally-condemned DK regime. Probably the Vietnamese would
have withdrawn quickly if they had been assured that the
Pol Pot group would not be rebuilt on the Thai border. All
that would have been necessary was not to construct the
refugee camp system, to keep the then small guerilla groups
on the Thai border isolated and deprived of new arms, and
to channel needed aid to the interior of Cambodia rather
than to the border.
That this was not done, that the opposite policy was carried out, wa~ a deliberate choice, chiefly by the US, China
and Thailand, to try to destroy the new Cambodian state at
all costs, and, on the part of the US, to punish Vietnam, not
only for deposing Pol Pot., but for defeating the US in the
earlier war.
In 1985, there seemed to be interest within ASEAN for
a negotiating process with Vietnam with regard to Cambodia. The US. who until then had claimed to be following
the ASEAN lead, came forward in the person of then
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US Obstinacy
What is the reason for the US obstinacy, in which
ASEAN has cravenly acquiesced? Is it merely irrational, as
many commentators have suggested, a continuing 'Vietnam
Syndrome' by a handful of sick old men in Washington
still nurturing the wounds of defeat by what they considered a fourth-rate power?
I think we would be fortunate if it were mere irrationality, for those afllicted with such irrationality are
probably few and their numbers dwindling. Rather, they are
pursuing a rational goal, and one which links the recent
destruction of Iraq with the earlier destruction of Cambodia, and the continuing persecution of that country. The
rationality is summed up in the 'New World Order' of
George Bush. This New World Order means that since the
Soviet Union has withdrawn from the Cold War and from
confrontation with the US, the latter is now free to pursue
hegemonistic goals worldwide. The goals are political and
military submission, and submission to crude predatory
capitalism. No nation, however small, is to be allowed to
challenge such US supremacy by opting for another political- economic structure, by trying to form a regional trade
bloc, by protecting its infant industries, or even by winning
fairly a share of the US market, or some other market to
which the US wishes to export. The message is today Cambodia (as yesterday Grenada, Panama, Nicaragua and Iraq),
tomorrow any small weak country which does not voluntarily submit.+

A MINUTE ASA
HERO IS BETTER
THAN DECADES
OF OPPRESSION

"Some produced pc»ten".gave speech•... read
poems...But nothing has changed."

"Preamble" to the Universal Declaration of Human Rights
which says: "Whereas recognition ofthe inherenl dignity and

ofthe equal and inalieno.ble righls ofall members ofthe
human family is the foundation offreedom, justice and peace
in the world." These words always stay in our hearts and we
always think about it every day and night. It even makes us
reflect about our present lives in camps which are surrounded
with barbed-wire fences.
Being in this kind of situation is a very depressing life
experience. It is as though we are not human beings because we do not have the rights that a human being should
have. We actually cannot fmd freedom or justice for our
own lives. Why is it so? Is it because we are not human
beings? No. We are human beings just like everybody is,
but the problem is that our human rights are violated by
others. But we cannot and do not dare to complain because
to do so in this kind of situation is really perilous and hazardous.
Day and night in the surrounded camps, we have openly and surreptitiously tried our best to do something for our
human rights and freedom, but unfortunately we do not
have support from the powerful world. Because of this kind
of ignorance, we sometimes think that the world does not
pay much attention to human rights and freedom for human
beings who are refugees. That may not be true but it seems
that way for us at the moment.

An impassioned plea to the world from
POLRATH DENSOVANN for a free
Cambodia to which all its children can
return to live in peace.

W

hat are human rights? Human rights rould generally
be defined as those rights which are inhermt in our nature and without which we cannot live as human beings.
Everyone who is born as a human being should have the same
rights as everyone else and be treated in the same way. No one
should have the right to abuse others or violate the rights of
other human beings. Everyone should respect the rights of one
another. We always remember the fJTSt sentence in the
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Actually. we do accept that some people of the free
world are trying to speak up for human rights, especially
that of refugees and displaced people living in camps in
other countries, but there are few people who really want to
do something concrete. Talking about human rights is not
enough, but we should together do something. We should
remember the saying: "Action Speaks Louder Than Words."
Truly, we still remember something that the United Nations Border Relief Operation (UNBRO) did last year.
UNBRO at the 40th anniversary of the Universal Declaration of Hwnan Rights, spoke about human rights in refugee
camps. During the anniversary celebration, some people, including volags (volunteer agencies) from different agencies, wore T-shirts with the wordsHuma~~ Righls on the
back and front Some produced posters on human rights
and gave speeches and read poems about human rights. But
nothing has changed.
There were hwnan rights violations, there are human
rights violations and there will be human rights violations,
unless we all work together to change the situation. We still
remember that UNBRO distributed pamphlets on human
rights in three languages - Khmer, English and Thai. The
pamphlets speak of the human rights that a human being
should have. But where are our human rights? Unfortunately, those human rights are only on paper.
We speak the truth. Most of our rights have been
violently violated by other human beings. It is unjust for
some human beings to violate the rights of others like this.
But what can we do to protect our human rights from being
vic l ate~ by others? Nothing, if we do not have help from
the rest of the world. We believe that everything will be
possible if the free countries of the world - the countries .
which respect human rights -really want to help us.
This year, we would like to suggest that UNBRO and
other international Organizations not just celebrate the
human rights day, but also DO something for human rights.
First of all. UNBRO and other agencies can do something
to fulfill article number 3 in the Universal Declaration of
Hwnan Rights which says: "Everyone lws the righl to life,
liberty and security ofperson." This means that we want

UNBRO and other agencies to help move us away from
war zones to a safer place. This is the fust thing we want to
have, and then we want to have some education programme
on hwnan rights in camps.
It is very important to teach human rights in camps because at present, the camp residents are very violent and
cruel. Some people killed each other because of the conflict
between their children and over trivial issues. And they
even do not feel guilty afterwards. This is the biggest problem in camps and should be solved right away. We think
that it can be solved if everyone works together. It may be
difficult or even take a long time to achieve, but we should
try. It is better than standing or sitting down and doing noth
ing.
To fight for human rights is extremely difficult and
perilous even in developing countries, but we have to fight
for it. According to the books we read, some people who
fought for human rights were sometimes killed or incarcerated or exiled. However, this is what we have to do for
our human rights. A minute as a hero is better than decades
of oppresssion.
Once again, we would like to suggest to UNBRO and
other agencies working in camps to start doing something
for human rights this year. With help from them, we are
sure that there will be a change. If the first step is reached,
there will be the second and third and so forth.
Everything you and I do and say together for human
rights today will be useful for a freer Cambodia, especially
for the next generation of Khmer children. What we are
trying to do now is mostly for our children who were born
and have grown up in camps. They arc the future of Cambodia. This is the right time for us to do something for them
and with help from the outside world. we hope the light of
human rights will shine brightly over Cambodia in the ncar
future.
Everything you do to help promote human rights in
camps at the present moment will be greatly appreciated by
every one of us and will be forever remembered by our
children and our next generations.

"•.we want UNBRO and other ~genciee to help move us .way from W8l zones to a safer place."
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Hell On Earth In Cambodia

Dear Friends,
My name is Polrath Densovann.l was born on May 8, 1960
in Phnom Penh City. My father
was a former soldier who worked
under Lon Nol reginie and was
later lcilled by the Khmer Rouge in
1976. Before Khmer Rouge took
power in Cambodia in 1975, I was
a student in a caty high school. By
the time Kluner Rouge carne to
power, I was only 15 years old.
During Pol Pot's time, I was
forced to overwork in fields far
away from my family and once in a
while I was allowed to meet my
family. Life was so terrible during
that period of tune. It was completely indescnbable. People were
forced to overwork. and given not
enough food to eat. That was why
hundreds of thousands of people
were starved to death and, m addition to that, people were even
lolled by Khmer Rouge. At that
tunc I was too young to understand
social conditions, but I dad understand a little bit about human rights
and freedom of human beings.
There was no freedom of
speech or choace. There were no

religious rights or economic rights.
All human rights were abused
during that terrible period of time.
Even schools were closed and students were not allowed to study in
their own huts. Many books were
incinerated and teachers and intellectuals were incarcerated or slain.
People were not allowed to visit
their parents even when they were
seriously ill.
One day in 1977 I asked one of
the Khmer Rouge leaders for permission to visit my mother who
was then very sick. The answer I
got was, "There is no need for you
to visit your mother because your
visit cannot make her feel better.
We have hospitals and the people
in the hospitals can look after your
mother." His words made me feel
very upset and disappointed and I
keep it m my heart forever.
In early 1979, the Vietnamese
troops came to Cambodia and completely toppled the Khmer Rouge
from power on January 7. A few
months after the Vietnamese invasion, my family and I escaped to
the Thai-Cambodaan border to seck
help. I was better treated in the
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camp where I lived. Because of the
fighting between the resistance
troops and the Vietnarnese/Heng
Samrm troops, we were constantly
moved from place to place.
Finally, we were moved to one
place near Dang Rek mountain ranges. It is called Site Two and because it is located in Thaa territory
we all are called "displaced
people" and we have to lave in
camps surrounded wath barbedwire fences . Living in this kind of
situations as lake being buried alive
in a grave whale we are still able to
see things and breathe. Once again,
most of our human rights are violated. We have no rights to choose
a proper place to stay or to go outside. We are pnsoncrs. Lafe in
camps is monotonous and because
of this some people go crazy and
some go berserk. Some ~me
mentally depressed. This •~ life in
surrounded camps.
May God help us to have a better life.
Faithfully yours,
Polrath Densovann

Science

Crisis in Modern Science
Science, technoloQ.Y and
natural resources
Modem science has not
succeeded in solving the
Third World's social
problems; instead it is
being used increasingly as
an instrument for its
further subjugation. The
application of modem
science has created the
potential for a high- tech
holocaust that would wipe
out mankind. The booklet
''CRISIS IN MODERN
SCIENCE" provides a
scathing and
comprehensive critique of
modem science as well as
the essential ideas for a
reconstruction of a holistic
alternative science that
respects life. Here we
reproduce the part which
criticizes the use of modem
science and technology and
its relation to natural
resources.

efore the colonial conquest of
the Third World, its natural
resources were utilised
through technologies based on local
expertise and knowledge and smallscale exploitation.With colonisation
came the immense demand for the
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natural resources of the colonies, be

it forests, minerals or agricultural
products, to fuel the increasing requirements of the Industrial Revolution. This was the first stage in the
destabilisation of functioning local
technologies; it undennined their
resource~ and their market This
process of direct transfer of natural
resources was not possible in the
colonial era. However, as the process
of "development" set in as a national
goal, to be achieved with the aid of
international finance, the process of
resoW'Ce transfer continued to pay for
the imported inputs required for the
process of development The latter
included expmise, technologies and
equipment as well as luxury conswner items.
This process of development
merely serves the easy marketing of
obsolete technologies. It also
enables the industrially advanced
countries in the North to gain access to the remotest natural resources of the countries of the South. In
the late sixties, the process of
development touched the agricultureoftheThird World by introducing the technologies of the Green
Revolution. In the decades that followed, this process manifested itself in undemocratic control over
land use in the Third World as international
technologies and
finance entered the management of
land and water use in a big way including the area of forestry. On
the other hand, industrial growth in
the South concentrated on industries that pollute the environment, transferred from the North
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where environmental consciousness did not allow such industries to
function anymore. These included
textiles, dyeing, tanning, harzardous chemicals and the nuclear industry.
It was thus possible for the industrally advanced countries to
have the ftrSt Industrial Revolution
by transferring the natural resources of the colonies, and then, in the
1970s, the second Industrial
Revolution, leading to the clean
service society in the North with the
transfer of obnoxious industries in
the South.
Till about the 1980s, the transfer of obsolete technologies was the
practice. Thereafter, with the advent of biotechnologies, for the ftrSt
time the latest technologies from
the North began to directly touch
the remotest villages of the South in
a dccentralised manner, proving
that the small need not always be
beautiful. It is in this era of rapidly
changing relationship between
technology and natural resoW'Ces
that we have to locate our role.

Proposals
l.There is a need for the creation of a civilised response from the
Third World countries for the
development of resource prudent
technologies and for enhancing the
control oflocal bodies on decisions
related to natural resource use.
2.The use of land and water
must be guided on a sustainable
basis so as to satisfy the local needs
ftrSt, starting with the needs of the
most needy.

A Jabrta woman mak• t . home below a bridge: O..pite tectu~logiCIII advance, more than half lhe wortd'a population
live In aub-human conditione.

3.Third World governments,
scientists and groups must defend
their crop and plant genetic resources from destruction.
4.The Third World must actively oppose the dumping of obsolete
or polluting technologies in the
name of economic development
and actively encourage options for
economic development with
resource prudent, non-polluting indigenous technologies.
5.Equitable access to resources
and information on all technologies
to be used in a region, including all
possible environmental impacts
must be ensured.
6.There is a need to increase
people's participation in the choice
of technologies and the management of natw-al resources with the
objective and choosing ecologically sensitive technologies.

Science, inequality and
inabiJiJy to meet basic needs
Modem science, with its technological advantage, has the

capability of fulftlling the basic
needs of every human being if social and production systems were
properly utilised. The irony is that,
in reality, more than half of the
world's population (two thirds of
the Third World's people) live in
sub-human conditions- deprived of
their most basic human needs such
as, food, clothing and shelter. This
tragedy is rendered even more
catastrophic by the fact that the
same technological capacity that
has facilitated the inational composition of the products, is so
powerful that it has also enabled the
destruction or depletion of a very
high proportion of non-renewable
resources in the world. Day by day,
this gigantic technological capacity
uses up more energy, extracts more
minerals, chops down more forests,
results in more loss of topsoil, and
pollutes more water, more land
mass, more air and even the stratosphere. At the current rates of
production, many critical resources
would run out within a few decades.
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There is a finite stock of world
resources available, and in the
process of production, a portion of
that stock is used up each year. The
Gross National Product which all
nation states are so obsessed with is
only an annual flow which is very
much dependent on the available
stock of natural resources. When
the stock runs out, the flow will dry
up. Most resources are non-renewable. The more they are depleted,
the less they are available for use in
production in the future. In other
words, the higher the GNP at
present, the lower it will be in the
future, when the effects of resource
depletion are felt This most simple
and elementary of facts is almost
completely omitted in economics
textbooks. It is hardly in the consciousness of the planners and
politicians who plan our future and
rule our lives. It is hardly in the
consciousness of the scientists and
technologists who have made possible the rapid depletion of resour-

ces through the development of
technological capacity.

the main impetus and dynamics are
located in political economy and
the socio-economic system which
give rise to competition for growth
between companies and between
nations. But the role of science and
technology is crucial. If the level of
technology is low, then we may
have still the same inequality, but
the degree at which resources are
depleted would be less. In reality,
however, technological levels are
increasing rapidly under the pressure of competition between fums
and countries (not only in the
economic but also in the military
spheres). and so the depletion of
resources also increases rapidly.
Moreover the ever- increasing technological capacity of the developed
world leaves the 11lird World even
further behind, thus in itself widening the inequality gap between nations.
In 1980, nations of the North,
with only a quarter of world
population, earned 80% of the
GNP. In the South, three quarters of
the world population claimed only
20% of global income. Since 1980
the world has become even more
unequal. Due to the colonial experience, the Third World remains
dependent on the developed world
for trade, loans, investment and

technology. In the past few years,
increasing amounts of funds have
flown out from the South to the
Unequal distribution and
North. In 1985 alone, US$74 bilcontrol ofthe world's
lion left the Third World on its debt
resources
account: it obtained only US$41
billion in new loans but had to pay
The rapid extraction and utilisaUS$114 billion in debt services. If
tion of resources is very unequally
we include the outflow of profits by
carried out in terms of control and
transnatJonaJ companies, capital
benefits. 80% of the world resourflight from the Third World and the
ces are used up in the developed
capital deficit of West Asian exworld and only 20% in the Third
porters, the outflow of capital from
World. This unequal distribution
the Third World in 1985 alone
also detennines the nature of goods
would be US$230-240 billion. If
to be produced. To produce for the
we
also include the US$65 billion
elite market, sophisticated techlost due to the fall in commodity
nologies are created to produce
prices (The Economist estimate),
high- tech products, such as video
the Third World's loss would be
recorders, compact discs, comUS$300 billion in one year. In
puters, motO!Ua'S, and services
1986, the situation would be even
such as high-tech medicine, tours
worse with the collapse of oil prices
abroad and even tax-evasion legal
and the prices of other comprogrammes. A large portion of the
modities. Total loss could be
developed world's GNP is spent on
US$300-350 billion. Given this
such consumer goods and on
gigantic flow from the South to the
producing capital goods or techNorth. it is quite a joke to say that
nologies to make these consumer
the North is giving aid to the South.
goods. Meanwhile, the Third
Whatever
aid is given is a mere
World accounts for only 20% of the
drop
in
the
ocean compared to what
resources used up each year. Since
flows from South to NOOh, and
national incomes are also unequally
even this aid is tied to conditions.
distributed, a large portion of these
The North's grip over modem
resources are also used up in
science and technology has conmaking the same high-tech contributed to the exploitation of the
sumer products as are enjoyed in
Third World's economic
the developed world, and in
weakness.
The
rich
importing capital- intensive
countries use their intechnologies to produce
dustrial and agricultural
these elite consumer goods.
technologies to produce
Thus only a small portion of
surplus
goods which they
the world's resources flow
are enable to use themseltowards making of basic
ves (part of the problem of
goods required for the surover-development and
vival of the poor majority in
"over-accumulation"). So
the Third World and the
they dump the surplus
making of simple capital
cereals or other crops or
goods used by poor farmers
materials on the world
and
small
industrial
market,causing prices of
craftsmen or enterprises.
Third
World
comGrowth in the Norlh aJ
modities to collapse, and
the expense ofthe South
thus reduce the income
and
living standards of the
In this ongoing process
poor.
Modem technology
of resources depletion and Producing •ec:tronic componen.. In Peneng: A large portion
and infonnation systems
irrational use of resources, of lhe devetoped world'• GNP I• •pent on c:on.umer goode.
have
also
enabled
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ports and from foreign loans
to build expensive infrastructw'es and to invest in
capital-intensive technology
which mainly benefits big
fmns or big fanners.
The commercialised sec,·<u~~ tors, with superior financial
Miom'I"J'.~~",
and physical resources and
technology, penetrate, invade and talce over the traditional, viable sectors, thus
dislocating a large propor,.._.._"1 tion of people from their
livelihood and homes. For
instance, small fiShermen
using ecologically sound
production systems are displaced by big comm~r
cialiscd trawler boats wh1ch
destroy the marine ecology
by overfishing and by the
!!:~~~..;'1--~~~ use of destructive gear. Or
else food-crop fanners have
their lands taken back by
landowners or bought over
Unequal development
by either government or
within Third World
private companies to be converted into middle-class
Within Third World
housing estates, free trade
countries, the same structure
for industries, or highzones
of inequality exists at the naways.
tional, regional and local
In many respects - the
Miri: For
levels. Thus, the national
.
provision of employment,
composition of goods ~ : ~:!:C:O:.~~ngoing proceee of r.eourw depietion. community or producer confollows the same pattern.
trol over technology and the
luxuries for the upper-inproduction
process, eq~ty
come group, middle-class
.
vice or the fmns' desperate need to
and ecological soundness - the mgoods fo,· the middle level and bas1c
expand.
digenous technologies of the Third
goods or less than that for the botIn the socialist countries, there
World are superior to the types of
tom70%.
is a strong desire to keep up with the
"modem technology" which have
In the commercialised sector,
rich capitalist countries, both
invaded us. Yet these indigenous
fmns compete with one another for
economically and militarily. There
technologies are being wiped out
higher market shares so that they
is thus also a strong tendency to
under the impact of the commercan maintain or increase profits.
develop capital-intensive technolsectocs and under the threat
cialised
Firms with insufficient profits may
ogy and to aim for maxim~
of
a
consumer
culture which chanhave to close down or be taken over
growth. Thus the ethos of mges
our
people's
tastes away from
by a stronger rival. Expansion and
dustrialism is built into both
local
to
Western
culture, fashion
growth is thus built into the system
capitalism and socialism.
and
products.
Being
sucked in a
inter-fmn
competition.
Modem
of
In the Third World. the nature
dependent fash1on into the modem
technology plays a vital role in exof development follows that of the
world system has been disastrous
pansion, both in seeking m~
North, except that ours is a dependfor Third World nations whose fu"productive" ways of producmg
ent form of development. Growth
tures in terms of sustainable
and in developing new products or
takes the form of depletion of
hav.e
development
would
new models. Thus. modem science
resources for export to the North,
demanded the rational use of thetr
and technology are used in the serand the use of surplus from the exresources for the genuine develop- -

transnational banks and
companies to expand further '
into the world market After
being drawn deep into the
world market, the Third
World fmds the entry of
their industrial goods blocked by protective tariff barriers put up by the rich
countries. They also find
that the rich countries have
developed new technologies
for their own advantage. For
instance they have reduced
the usage of Third World's
raw materials by finding
substitutes and by using less
materials per unit of
product. As a result, export
prices and earnings in the
Third World have fallen
drastically at a time when
they have to fork out more
funds to service foreign
debts.

._...,..in.,..,,... in
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ment of their people. It is time
therefore for a reorientation of the
concepts of science, technology
and development

Proposals
1.There must be a radical
reshaping of the international
fmancial and economic order so
that economic power, wealth and
income are more equitably distributed so that the developed
wa-ld will be forced to cut down on
its irrationally high consumption
levels. If this is done, then the level
of industrial technology wiU also be
scaled down. There will be no need
for the tremendous wastages of
energy, raw materials and resources which now go towards the
production of superflous goods
simply to maintain "effective
demand" and to keep the monstrous
economic machine going. If appropriate technology is appropriate
for the Third World, it is even more
essential as a substitute for the environmentally and socially obsolete
high-technology of the developed
wald. Bul il is almost impossible
to hope that the developed world
will do this voluntarily. It will have
to be forced to do so, either by a new
unity of the Third World in the
spirit of Opec in the 1970sandearly
1980s, or by an economic or physical collapse of the system. It must
be realized that even in the First
World, there are disadvantaged
people and groups who are also exploited under the present economic
system and have a vested interest in
preserving il It is thus important to
forge solidarity and support between progressive people and
groups in the First World and the
Third World, people to challenge
and change the present international economic system.
2.lt is in the Third Wo.ld that
the new ecologically sound future
of the world can be born. In many
parts of the Third World and within
each Third World nation there are
still large areas of ecologically
sound economic and livsng systems

which can no longer be found in the
developed world. Vfe need to
recognize and identify these areas
and rediscover the technological
and cultural wisdoms of our indigenous systems ofagriculture, industry, shelter, water and
sanitation, medicine and culture.
We do not mean here the unquestioning acceptance of everything
traditional in the over-romantic
belief of a past golden age which
has to be restored in all aspects. For
instance, exploitative feudal or
slave social systems also made life
diffiCult in the past. Many of the
indigenous technologies, skills and
processes which are stiU part and
parcel of life in the Third World are
appropriate
for
sustainable
development and are in harmony
with nature and the community.
These indigenous scientific systems have to be accorded their
proper recognition, encouraged and
upgraded if necessary, but they
have to be saved from being swallowed up by the "modern system".
3.Third World governments
and people, in other words, have to
flfSt overcome their obsession with
modern technologies which absorb
a bigger and bigger share of surplus
and investment funds and with
projects like giant hydro-electric
dams, nuclear plants and heavy industries which serve luxury needs.
We must turn away from our obsession with modern gadgets and
products which were created from
the need of the developed world to
mop up their excess capacity and
their need to satisfy effective
·
demand.
4.We need to devise and fight
for the adoption of appropriate.
ecologically sound and socially
equitable policies for the fulfilment
of needs such as water, health, food,
education and information. We
need appropriate technologies for
agriculture and industry, and even
more important, we need to set our
priorities straight as to what types
of consumer products to produce.
We cannot accept "appropriate
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technology" producing inappropriate products, but we must
fight for the adoption of appropriate
technologies
for appropriate
products
technologies and
products which are safe to handle
and use, which are durable, fulfil
human and basic needs, and which
do not degrade or deplete the
natural environment and resources.
But perhaps the most difficult
aspect of the fight is the need to
"debrainwash" the people in the
Third World from the First World's
cultural penetration of our
societies, so that lifestyles, personal
motivations and status structures
can be delin.ked from the system of
industrialism, its advertising industry and its consumer culture.
5.FinaUy, whilst a new science
for the masses cannot succeed unless there is an accompanying or
preceding change in social structures, it is nlso true that a change in
the so ·io-economic structure alone
is insufficient for developing a new
sustainable order. Control and distribution of resources is a crucial
detenninant of the social order but
a change in this aspect alone is insufficient and could lead to the
same problems without an understanding of the limits upon resources and the environmental, health,
ethical and cultural aspects of
science and technology. Therefore
there can be no meaningful refonn
of science without a change in the
larger society. There can also be no
meaningful refonn in social structures unless there is a change in the
understanding of science and its
proper application to serve the
people and to be in harmony with
nature.+
Source: Modern Science in Crisis,
World Network and
ConsutMrs'
Association
of
Penang.
Extracted from /DOC lnterThird

nazwnale 1189.

TM Sri Mohtm.ct Haniff Om.-:
Alnn .upporta h• propou~ tor
Sough leg•lation to curb rising
whM-coll• crim...

CURRENT
CONCERNS
The Land Acquisition Bill

A

~ill before ~he current ses-

mon of Parliament which
seeks to amend the Land Acquisition Act (1960) has given rise to a
great deal of concern amongst a
lot of Malaysians.
They feel that the amendments bestow unfettered power
upon the authorities to sanction
the acquisition ofland. This
could lead to serious abuse.
In order to safeguard the interests of the people, ALIRAN
supports the proposal made by
the Consumers' Association of
Penang (CAP) to establish a
Land Acquisition Tribunal which
will hear all cases pertaining to
land acquisition.
The Tribunal should be an independent body and its decisions
should be binding. In order to establish this tribunal, section 68
' A of the proposed amendment
Bill should be abrogated.
It is important to ensure that
any individual or group which
feels aggrieved by any land ac-

quisition whether by the state or
the private sector has recourse
to the judicial pr ocess. This is a
fundamental constitutional principle which should be upheld at
all times.
The Executive Committee
S July 1991

Curbing White-collar
Crimes

A

LIRAN supports the call by
the Inspector General of
Police, Tan Sri Mohamed Haniff
Omar for legislation which would
allow for the seizure of property,
compensation and restitution for
victims ofwhite~llar crimes.
The existing laws- mainly
jail sentences and fines - do not
serve to deter white-collar
crimes. For a white-collar
criminal the total loss of wealth
and property would be an effective deterrent. This must be accompanied by a long prison
term.
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It is important to give
serious consideration to these
proposals since instances of corruption, fraud and other such
malpractices have been on the
rise in the last 10 years or so.
Given the present emphasis
upon wealth accumulation and
profit maximization, we can expect more and more white-collar
crimes to occur in the nineties
and beyond.
ALIRAN hopes that the
government will formulate
tough legislation to curb whitecollar crimes along the lines suggested by Tan Sri Mohamed
Haniff without any delay.

Ariffin Omar
Secretary
9 J uly 1991

A Multl«hnlc Trust Fund

W

e are happy to learn that
Amanah Saham Mara
Bhd will launch at the end of the
year its first public trust fund
which will be open to all
Malaysians.
This move augurs well for national unity and integration.
Mono- ethnic endeavours and institutions should gradually give
way to multi-ethnic ventures
and or ganizations. This will, of
course, take time. As this change
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1. REFLECTIONS ON THE MALAYSIAN
CONSTITUTION- $12.20 0 (320 pg)
A compilation of papers presented at a Conference
on "Reflections on the Malaysian Constitution: 30
Yean After Merdeka." The topics addressed include
the Historical Background, the Role of the Monarchy,
the Role of the Judiciary, the Role of the Parliament,
the Role of the Executive, State and Federal Relations,
the Rule of Law, fundamental Liberties, the Ethnic
Dimension and Islam in the Constitution.

2. DIALOGUE ON DEMOCRACY - $3.20 0 (86 pg)
Collection of speeches made by leaders of various
political parties and public interest societies in
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Parliamentary Democracy
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Comprehensive study of the state of democracy m
Malaysia. Deals with all the major laws and institu1ons
relevant to an understanding of democracy in Malaysia.
It examines all the major trends and developments
wluch have influenced the practice of democracy m
Malaysia.
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which attempt to show ho\1. and why the Government
in par~icular had dev1ated from the pnncaplcs and
goals of the nation's charter. The speakers are Aliran
President Dr. Chandra Muzaffar and Aliran fxecutrve
Committee member, Gan Teil; Chce.
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Development - For Whom!
($5.00 + postaae 0.50¢) 0
A studied crit1c1sm of the au thonties for the wasteful
. spending, for obsession with preu~e prOJects and for
excluding the poorer scgmenu of society from main·
sueam development. The talk <."q>Iores the increasingly
clitistic trend in development »a beuayal of the
people's dream of a JUSt socact) .
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This speech deals with vanous issues involved in the
IslamiC State vs Se<..-ular Sute conuoversy. It suggests
a non-sectarian spmtual alternatiVe 'lrh1ch is m line with
Aliran 's philosophy.

An easily readable, informative and analytical collection
of papers on vanous aspects of this socJal scourge
presented by Aliran officials and guest speakers at an
Aliran seminar on Corruption.
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President, Dr. Chandra Muzaffar)

3. CORRUPTION- $4.20 0 (87 pg)

4. NATION ON TRIAL - $12.00 0 (422 pg)
These last five years have been tumultous ones for
Malaysia in many respects. In many spheres of national
life, the counuy appears to be slipping. This is
manifested in the weakening of democratic foundations
and the rise of authoriunamsm in government,
corruption and fmancial scandals, lack of accountability
and an absence of integrity among people at the helm
of the nation's affairs, violation of human rights, a
dechnmg economy and increasing unemployment. In
the midst of all this, Aliran continues to demand a
saner political and economic system.
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should give serious attention to
the aspirations of the Indian,
Eurasian and other Malaysian
minorities.
National unity, in other
words, is a responsibility which
both the public and private sectors should shoulder.
The Eucutive Committee

10July 1991

The Sixth Malaysia Plan

T

A first multi-ethnic public trust lund
by Amanah Saham Mara: Catering to
the aspirations of .U MaJ-vsians .

_,_..from

More Bumiput. . . including Orang Asli (TOP RIGHT) and lbans,
Mal•ys, should be .-nployed by the privste sector to rectify certsin ethnic
imbalance..

takes place, government will be
perceived by all sections of the
public as a multi-ethnic institution catering to the interests and
aspirations of all Malaysians.
However, in this effort to
develop multi-ethnic approaches
in the economy, the private sector should also play its part.
Private sector employers, especially those at the middle-level,
should try their best to encourage multi-ethnic participation in their companies. More
Bumiputras (this includes Orang
Asli, lbans and Kadazans, apart

from Malays) should be
employed and given roles of important$. It should be a genuine,
sincere attempt to rectify certain
ethnic imbalances in employment and not just a windowdressing. Bumiputra businesses
and Bumiputra entrepreneurs
should be given every opportunity to establish themselves in
the rt~tail and wholesale trade. It
would not be right to place all
sorts of obstacles, some subtle,
some stark, in the path of fledgling Bumiputra businesses. At
the same time, the private sector
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here are both positive and
negative features in the
Sixth Malaysia Plan (SMP)
On the positive side, the following features deserve to be
mentioned:
1) The significance attached
to the elimination of absolute
poverty by targetting specific
poverty groups.
2) The emphasis upon small
and medium-sized industries
especially in rural areas.
3) The importance given to
scientific and technological research.
On the negative side, the
Plan has failed to suggest
specific measures:
1) To reduce disparities and
imbalances within and between
sectors and regions.
2) To check inflation which
threatens to become a serious
challenge to the economy.
3) To ensure financial accountability and incorruptability.
4) To ensure that privatization does not lead to the monopolization of wealth by a small
criteria.
5) To expand and diversify
Malaysia's narrow industrial
base.
In view of the rapid transformation of the Malaysian
economy in the next five years,
it is important that the government attempts to overcome some
of these shortcomings in the
Sixth Malaysia Plan.

Chandra Muzaffar
President
11 July 1991
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HOW PRAI WAS WON

Members of the local business community
too seemed to be very contented with the
prevailing situation, especially since their bu~i
nesses were prospering like never before. Wtth
the recent unveiling of the relatively uncontroversial National Development Policy with
reduced emphasis on ethnicity, and Mahathir's
Vision 2020 which held out an important role for
the private sector, many businessmen appeared
reluctant to rock the boat.
This satisfaction wtth the state of the
economy was reflected in the
10% increase in support for the
Barisan
among
the
predommantly ethnic Chinese
voters of Chai Leng Park. This
swing in support was mainly
responsible for the DAP's
defeaL For some, their apathy
was so great that they didn't
even bother to tum out to vote.

been denied. Roads riddled with pot-holes were
tarred by the JKR, rubbish was suddenly cleared
by the MPSP with super-efficiency, unkempt
grass was cut, the worn- out metal rail~gs of
bridges and at the roundabout were gtven a
smart coat of paint, potted plants were placed
along the road- side...... Suddenly, Prai was
looking a little more presentable. It was all too
good to be true- and many fell
for it. Clearly, government
departments and the town
council were actively involved
in the election campaign.
Prai residents were also
taken up by the MIC's argument that they had nothing to
lose by voting for the Barisan.
All they had to do was to give
the Barisan a try for three
years, and if they were not
satisfied with its performance
NO REAL CHANGE
at the end of that period, they
POSSIBLE
could always vote it out at the
AJthough opposition parnext general election. It was an
ties including Semangat 46,
attractive proposition
for
Parti Rakyat, and the IPF had
many.
Tengku Razalelgh gave• helping
campaigned
acth·ely for the
AJthough Seman gat 46 hand, but DAP succ:umbed to the
DAP under the Gagasan
.
ah prevailng robust economy.
president, Razaletgh Hamz. •
Rakyat banner. voters were
acutely aware that the Barisan would still be in
had stressed in his campru~n
control of the state government whatever the
speeches for the DAP that was the responsibility of the State to provtde for the even
outcome of the polls.
With the Barisan havmg an unassailable 19development of all areas, o7 3 even tho~
which had voted for th~. op~ition, vo~ers 10
l3 majority in the state assembly on the eve of
Pr.U were all, too. ~amthar _wtth the kin~ of
polling day, the general sentiment _w~ that
"development politics ~~cttsed by the Bartsan
having another opposition representative m the
to risk giving the opposJtton another term ·
assembly would serve no useful purpose.

•!

THE ECONOMY
The robust performance of the economy also
worked in favour of the Barisan. With factories
mushrooming in the surrounding
industrial
zone, there is hardly any unemployment to speak
of in the arez. In fact, Prai is actually experiencing a critical labour shortage at the moment and
residents who work in nearby factories are
having the time of their lives. switching from job
to job, in search of higher wages.
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THELANDBIU
Although the DAP tned their best to tum the
amendment bill to the L·md AcqUisition act into
an election issue, the brunt of its assault was
successfully neutralized by the Barisan-controlled media, which went out of its way to explain
why such an amendment was felt necessary. In
the end, this issue. which did not directly affect
the electorate now, failed to capture the atten
tion of the voting public.

MONEY POIII'ICS
As usual, money played an important part in
this by-election. Grants and pledges were announced to all sorts of associations, temples and
school~ in the few days preceding polling day.
Free dinners were also organized. One such
dinner was thrown on a massive scale in Chai
Leng Park, with speakers such as Ibrahim Saad
and Goh Cheng Teik saying their piece while
residents happily tucked in the food. This dinner
was timed to coincide with a crucial opposition
ceramah which was going on a few
hundred
metres away. To a certain extent , the dinner did
succeed in diverting many away from that

ceramah.

COMMUNAL SENTIMENTS
Although Chai Leng Park voters contributed
greatly to the Barisan victory, this alone cannot
account for the unexpected margin of victory.
Some observers suspect that ethnic Indian sentiment - which in previous elections had
wavered between the ruling party and the O(r
position- was this time in Muthusamy's favour.
In fact, Ghafar Baba, being the astute
politician that he is, capitalized on this when he
told the Indian Malaysian community that the
Barisan wanted an "Indian" repreentative in the
assembly so that it could represent all the communities in the state.
This might explain the jubilation which unfolded at the Indian Association premises in
Butterworth (of which Muthusamy is the
chaiman) after the results had been announced,
as if to celebrate the election of an "Indian" into
the state assembly.
One political analyst believes that those
Muslims who might have otherwise voted for
the DAP would have been more reluctant to do
so this time because of Kalpal's strong 'Islamic
state over my dead body ' stand in the past.

SOME OBSERVATIONS
One interesting thing about this by-election
was the absence of the MCA - which is reeling
afte.r its disastrous performance in Penang
dunng the last general election - on the Barisan
campaign trail. The MIC, in this instance, was
largely assisted by UMNO Baru and Gerakan.
A positive aspect about the campaign which
must be mentioned was the flexibility shown by
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the police in allowing opposition ceramahs
which were, in effect, open-air public rallies to
go on unhindered. It is worth recording that no
untoward incidents occurred during these rallies, so perhaps the authorities should consider
lifting the official ban on such rallies for future
election campaigns.
The defection of independent candidate, T
Muniandy. to the Barisan just days before polling led to all kinds of speculation as to his motive
for contesting in the first place. No doubt, he
must have been convinced after his "heart-to
heart talk" with Samy Vellu that the "advantages" to be derived from withdrawing from
the polls would more than adequately make up
for his lost deposit.
The use of caricatures on billboards was
noticeably widespread during the election campaign. However, many of these were of questionable taste as they were direct personal
attacks on certain individuals. Perhaps next time
such caricatures could focus more on issues
rather than individuals.
A startling statement was made in the midst
of the election campaign by Minister of Defence
Najib Tun Razak. Najib was reported to have
said that it was all right for the Barisan to use
government facilities in its campaign as the
Barisan was the government. Moreover, heargued British premier John Major also used
government facilities in his campaigns. Obviously, Najib does not realize that government
facilities are not the property of the Barisan. The
Barisan is entrusted with the responsibility of
governing but this does not mean that it can use
State facilities for party purposes. Just because
John Major may have done the same thing does
not make it right.
Finally, it is clear that the voting pattern of
the urban electorate is clearly linked to the state
of the economy. During the recession of the
mid-eighties, there was a significant swing to the
opposition. Now that the economy is doing better, urban Malaysians have once again switched
to the ruling coalition.
However, it is unlikely that the Barisan wilt
find the going easy in the coming by-elections
in Kelantan and other rural areas where local
sentiments and religious factors play a more
important role in deciding the outcome.+

Politics

How Prai Was Won
How did the Baman wrest the
Prai State seat from the DAP in the

recent by-election? ANIL NETTO
takes a look at the issues which
contributed to the Barisan's victory
and discusses the causes for the
DAP's defeat.
t was a severe set-back for the opposition
DAP. Its deputy chainnan Karpal Singh suffered a convincing defeat at the hands of the
Barisan's V Muthusamy by a swprisingly large
majority of 862 votes. After all, just nine months
ago, at the 1990 general election, Muthusamy's
wife, Valli, had failed to wrest the Prai state scat
from opposition control when she lost to a virtual
DAP unknown, S Asamaley, by a slim majority of
355 votes.
(Earlier, at the 1986 polls, the DAP's N
Shanmugam had snatched the seat from the
Barisan when he troWlCed the then MIC state
chief, T Subbiah, by a 1,672 vote majority.)
But this time around, things were different.
they accepted
Right from the moment
Asamaley's decision to resign on personal
grounds, DAP leaders rated their chances as
45-55 and conceded that they had an uphill
battle on their hands. At the end of the day, they
were proven correct as they saw their party
suffering a significant 6% erosion in support,
from the previous 51% of the votes cast to 45%.
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DEVEWPMENT
For years, semi-urban Prai has been in a
sorry, neglected state despite its proximity to a
huge industrial zone. "For 10 days, I have visited
more than 1000 homes and I saw there were

Karpal Singh In Pral: Votera' failure to starld
up to the handouts of 'goodln' by the Barisan

areas without any proper facilities. These people
have realized that basic amenities can only be
delivered by the Barisan Nasional," observed
MIC president Samy Vellu.
What these people have also painfully realized is that "proper facilities"' and "basic
amenities" would not be readily delivered by the
Barisan-controUed state government as long as
they continue to send an opposition representative to the state assembly. The message
was clear. Either vote for the Barisan or go on
suffering the consequences.
In the run-up to the polls, Prai residents got
a sampling of the •goodies' which they had long
contiluud on page 38.•.

